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NTRODUCTION.
.

'From

ctober- 3 to October 5, 1976-a'sympos um was held at -the Mel:CY

4eneralate in Bethesda, Maryland featUring aspects of- unioniseip Catholic
hools.
,

tr

This booklet.presentS-some of the theological, legO&ild'Orginizational issues which were raised at this iymposium\and paperspretiented.by
Some of the national experts fiq the field. It should be ofJlelp4)ptti
to administrators and teachers, in moments of concern and uncertdtr*
.about the impact of teacher organizations on Catholic schlk4 considered
in, the context Of the school
s a- communii of faith.
The symposium was a moment of development for t e Amercan.Cittiolic
Situated in an atrnosphereof reflection -and deep
pafticipants grappled with the very sensitive and invortanfaissues involved.'

,..corpmunity:

Much-remains to be done, and more publications will follow,'but
significant step in thepresentation of a thoughtful
_neration -of principles and alternatives in coliectiVe negotiations in

thLiS..one is
C-

schools'.

Brother John D. Olsen, C.F.X.

Execultive Director
Sedorida

School Departm

sgr. Francis X. Barre
lye Director
ent pf Chief AdministratOrs,
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The last seminar of this type that-I attended wa held in -March
1968, under the auspices Of the USCC Education Department., The NC Ne0
Service,_16 reporting-onthatseminar,,said that fiensiji-nor-EdWard,Hughes,
_

the then Superintendent of -Catholic Srchools in Philadeirphia and. currently
!Auxiliary Bishop of Philadelphia, was in the position -of an Old Testament
prophetv-who was fortunate enoug4,to have lived to see his_prophecieS.Come:
The NC story' was referridgto the fact that, roughly .a year before
true.
the USCC meeting; Hughes had begun telling his colleagues across the
here
country what he had-know all:along; namelthat teachers unions
to stay and.thaf.we had better start t-learning how to deal with.theth constructively.. Hughes himself acknoWTedged at the USCC seminar that his
"This is the first time, .1 have seen a consensus
PrOpheCies'had come true.
onthe scope anc significance of this'probleM," he said, somewhat surprised,
As a participant in
during one of tNe working sessions. And he'wasright.
can clearly recall that, among the 70-odd delegates,:
the USCC me
I
there was no dtcernible diSseRt from Hughes' year-old-prediCtion that
7
Nor was there any significant opposition to:the
unionsare-h-_to stay.
unions themselves. Some-Superintendents wished that they.would be a little
less militant; bbt none wished that they would go- away, or- thought -that they
would.
.

/-,

:This-is not to say that the seminar was:without its problems -.

The

countryincluding-one that iscurrently
first was that large areas of
having serious laborproblemswere not represented. There were two other,
difficulties which have plagued school officials since the beginning.
Nev6rtheTess,:for the first time there seemed to be general agreement on
The problems which arose centered around
most of the substantive issues.
have 'the right to strike, and can Religious .two questions=
belong to teachers unions without compromising their vow of obedience to
their Religious Superiors?
Two of the principal speakers, the late Father Robert L-Reicher of
the- now defunct Chicago Catholic.Council on Working Life, and Mr. E. Rf)eY
Caey, General CoOnsel to the National School Boards Association;gave a
So did many of the Superintendents - -and so
"yes" answer to both questions.
will I this evening.,
This brief summey Of what happened at the 1968 USCC seminar suggests,
to Inc at least, that we have,. regrettably, lost ground during the past eight-

yeer, Had the..cOnsensusaTrived at in 1968 held firr,.presumablythere
would/have been no need forthis folloW-up symposium and certainly no r
for even a .-).riapaperen.the subject I havepbeen asked to cover,

ed.

In -short, this meeting, which comes none too
"Theological Perspectives."
soon, _is,beiniheld in response to a crisis, which, unfortunately, may get
considerably worse before it gets any better. For present purpOses, there

2

is no. -need to desd.ibe in detail.:the nature
.

the crisis.

ntr,s(u)pe o

This

is being done on a OntipUihgbasis--and quite professionally, in ry opinion--by Cliff Foster of the NC .f%teWs. Service and Jason PettAa. of,the batiOnal

Catholic Reporter o-mong

,

Others.
4,.

.

In response to this crisis, as-you Know, a joint USCC Educatign7
SoCial.
elopment Committee islOowcin the process of draftinglapolicystatement which, in due time, will be transmitted -to 'the-rgeneral assembly o
.

the-4ith'-S for theik:considerationi....When .j.711i3st met lnforMally_with..rep-:
:
..-resentaAves
of one section, ofthisCoMMitteelAfpointed-put that. alMost

everything that needed,-to-be.said. ..ab04he,-unionizatiplofteacherS-in
Catholic schools had been saf extr00narflY well by the late Father Reither'in 4 scholarly and carefully4n anced.dticle_pdblisfied intheiNovember.1967.:
14CEA'Bulletin under the OtAe.'-OlTeCtive Bargaining and
Schools`. "''
.

ink that this,

by'farthe best thing ever written on thesub

s which you will be:dikusSing.1Pring.the course of thistympOsiUmv.:''

With one exception.itcoVerS all ofHth,emajpr.problemsonyOur agenda., That
one exception is,thecontinuing controversy as:tb'whether or not the Natibnall7
labor AelatiOns. Boar ca* -Properly tlaiMC.Jurisdiction over -Catholic SOp,
When Reicher's artit e appeared almost ten years ago, the Board had not.
tlaimedjurisdicti- in this area, and, odd as it may
today, he'andmany others were oping at thetttme that the Board .would _o sb;'-in the.'
interest of helping the parties to develop,a realistiCsystem Of labor,
management relatiOns..,

.

For better or for worse, the situation,. as you are Well-aware, has-.
radically-dhanged in the meantime. The National-Labor Relations Board has
recently claimed jurisdiction in'several cases and, in eachcase;. has been
challenged on constitutional grounds.- BecauSe this matterhiSryet to be
adjudicated by the Federal Courts, it-would be iwkward.for-me:as a USCC
staff member, to voice an opinion about it. For the time being-i_I can- only
express the hope that this highly volatile-iSsue.,will not be used as a de.
laying tactic and will not distract the parties fromlacing up to the
'essential question confronting all of us;namely, the right < teachers to
-organize into-a union of their own choice-and to bargain collectively with
their employert.- There are those who think, whether correctly or not, that
if this issue had been dealt-with realistically across the board, the
question of NLRB jurisdiction might never have arisen- in-the -first place.
Whatevekof"that, if the consensus' which BishOp Hughes discerned at the 1968
USCG .iainar has begun to fall apart.one Can only hope that it -will soon be
put back together again, for unless. e can agree wIthOut equiVocation that
teachers have the rightto organize and bargain collectively and that*tchool-,
administrators have the duty to honer this rightir(practice, we are heading
for serious trouble- -the kind of trouble that could,divide the Catholic
Community for Many years to come.
This would be a shridal,andwould pre-.
dictably -do almost=trreparable harm to the CatholiC scheol system in the
United:States.,

L realize, of course, that these are.pra atic jddgrilents and do. not
-bear directly on'the subject. I have been asked to talk About. this evening;
"Theological Perspectives. ""
theme.

So, let, me turnbelatedlyto'that'particular

take it
The word "theology" may be inappropriate in-this context.
/
that what we are talking about is not theology as such, but social ethics as
'summarized, for our purposes, in-..- number of official Church documents.

The right of workers to organize and,bargain collectively' has been
clearly asserted inasucceSsian of papal encyclicals, including Rerum.
andAn-ILILluOILtaA. Since these documents are
%74MVIIOwhAo all of you,-itwill not be necessary to quote from therh.directly,
t'In'lieu'of that; let me settle- for a brief citation from the most recent
Church docOMent oh-the subject under. discussidni theVatiCan Council's.
in the Modern' World:
Pastoral Gonstitution on the.

'

deCisiont concerning economic and social conditions 411,which
the.f6ture of the workers and. their children depends, are rather often
made not within the enterprise itself but hrinstitUtions On a higher.
-Hente the worats themselVesshould have a share also in con-

ArdllingtheSe institutions, either in person orthrough.freelyelected
delegates'.

Among the basic rights of the hgmah person must be counted.theright
of freely, founding labor unions. These unions should be truly able to
represent the.workers and to contribute 10 the proper arrangement,of
etonomic'life. Another such right is that Of'taking part freely in the
activity of these. unions. without risk of reprisal.: Through this sort of
orderly participation, joined-With an ongoing formation in economic and
social matters, all will'grow day by day in the awareness of their own
furiction and responsibility. Jhusfthpy will be brought to feel that

according to theirown proper.capacities and aptitudes they'are asto-.
dates in:the,.whole task of economic and..social development and in the
attainment of. the universal common gad.
-

When, however, socio - economic disputes arise, efforts 'Kist be Made
Recoursemust always-be- had'above all
to-come to a peaceful settlement.

to sincere'discussien between the'parties.- Even in.present-day circum
te,
stanceshehowever, the strikecan still be a necesqary,though-ult*
meahS'for'the defense of the workers'6'm rights and the fulfillmen
their just demands, As'soon as pOssible however, ways should- be.
sought to resume 6egotiations and the discussion' of-reconciliation
I have yet to meet anyone involved in the teacher union controversy.
who disagrees in principle with this conciliar Statement. There are certain
indications, however, that,. in- applying this principle,.-sOme administrators
may.hobepay,ing Sufficient attention to-the "signs of the time in the
Popo. John
sense in which that term is uSed in the Pastoral: Co-nStitwti,i*
who-lied an uncanny feel forthe "signs of the:time,'_notedon,mor
than one occasion that in tpday's world there is a growing-sense of human
dignity and that people today aremore conscious than ever before of their
-Flather Reicher, in the article to which it li&ve already
made reference, pointed out that this developed consciousness,-may .beapplied,
to economic life and in particular-to the economiCan'11-6ocialilife of the

-- basic human rights -.

"Teacher5,andalljedl-prerine.he.wrote, "have 'a
greater desire to influence the- sotial'Wied in/wjch they work.
Therefore as we have-seen a growing desire among men to participate in the
political sphere, so also there is a greater de lie to'PaictiCipate On lesser )
leMs of human activity. :Perhaps the-Very complexity of modern life makes
Catholic- school systeM.

.

f

.

theWorking arena an easier entrance to influence and Participa ion then
any Other,,witn.the possible-exception of the local community."
-

Reicher also- pointed out, in this connect ., that,Some;school
administratqrs make the mistake.of thinking that Unionsare exclusively concerned.with economic matters. 'It was his Contention, with whichrI. fully
agree, that even when thejconqmio return tothool,personnel fS just and'
adequate, there is still a need for teachers'unions.'

In summary, then,, without going any-further into theological'or
ethical niceties; I would say that we must avoid at:all costa the danger-of=`
underestiMating the intelligence the determination, the drive,- and the
legitimate aspirations of School personnel,
.

.

One of the great mistakesithat was made by the Ameritan maftgement,
in- industry'40years ago was that it completelyunderestimated the intelligence, the determination, the skill and the driVe of the people it was deal-ing with, Forty Years_ago, management in the mass produCtion induStriesC
thought that the workeils''.drivefor unionization did not have to be taken
seriously, but now.i am sure they've happy, by-And large, -that it came:to
pass
the time has Come,HI think, for our Catholicinstitutions to do what
everybody else in the thited States had to do 4a ybart ago, and that is to
begin to take seriously the right,. or if you will, the obligation of people
to organize into-their own economic organizat ons--not to put our-schools
out.cif business but to enable them to carry o.,human,r,elatfons in the
economic field in'the Most sensible way-thamn have thus far been
to
..

Aiscdver..

-

...,...
L

In a more perfect World, in a utopian world, -there might be a better
way to carryon human relations in the economic field than to do it through
unions, ,but we do net:live in that kind of- world. And the-notion that be-.
cause we areConnected in some way or another with Cathelfc institutions,
or even worse, the-notion that because we graduated froth a' Catholic nursing
school and are nowWorking'ina non-tatholic hospital or health situation,
and therefore should not -getinvolved in this rather "dirty": busineSs of
irade'unionism, iS as dead as a dodo. We live. in a nea.r world in which most
people, in one form or another, are going/to.carny.en an economic relatiOn-ship-through- organization, To fight it,nnden some confused understanding
-

,-

:- of the vow OfpOverty, or of the indep-ndence_of church- - related inStitutiOns,

would bea Serious mistake.
'One very significant - development in this area ought to teach us a
lesson; namely, the'rapidgrowth of teachers' uhions and associations
public school system. and the-increasing militancy. of these organizations.
Tenyearsago, if-anyone had.predictedAhis development, he would not have
been.takenseribusly. Five years ago, nurses, teachers, and people in
SimilarProfeSsionS simply had nothidg to do with formal processes of labor--managemen--trelations.
That couldn't go on forever.. Industry is findingthis
out even in the case of highly skilled techniCians'and engineers. At long
-last--like teachers, nurses, and professfonals--they'are beginning to organize
and to insist an their right te 'bargain collectively-with their employers.

e the- last,' as We have so'
What I am sUggestingis that rather Via
often been in the past; admfflittrators of Catholic.institutions. should
strike out on their own,and, for once, take. th,lead '-'n-establishing progressive labor-managementrelatjons in their pa'rtfc:yar profession. There
,

.

.

is no. reason why= they can't do it, and every rea
_n why they.shbuld,
/r)11
r

At the present time, I think it would:have to be saidall honesty 1:
that Catholic `institutions, by and large, .are not out in.froni4nr the field
The time has come, then, to,makeW for .lost
of.labor-manageMent relations.
TheadMinfstrators of Catholic institutions can no longer .asfc'for
.time.
special-treatment_on the grounds that their-institutions are serving society
ton 4 monrirofit basis and should therefore be exempt frbmthe.normal. rules of
.
labor- management relations.

be real-professionals today, they
If Catholic administrators -want
must operate according to the higheSt Standards uf-the communities .io whichIn the field of labor-management relations, that.
their-institutions exist.
professional and nonOrcifesPonal empleyeeS
means complete freedom for their 01
to exercise their right. to organize and to carry on collective bargaining
according to the procedures long sinceestablished,- under the law of the
land-,-in private. industry..

,

.

4*

Let me now turn-to two of the specific problems which are causing
concern to school(adminjstrator--even, or especially tothosd who sincerely
want to cooperate with their'oerSonnel in,deveioping a sound system of
collective bargaining: Al) Should teachers who belong to Religi6us orders
be included in the bargaining Unit?-- (2)-1s it proper for Catholic teachers
to belong to a union whose official policy maybe at-variance with the
Church's stand on abortion and.school aid, for example,

_I

The firt,of these two questionssurfaced in the Catholic school
systenrih the middle sixties.,when the Archdiocese of PhPadelphia officially
recognized,the(MSOCiation of CatholitTeachers.as the 'exclusive bargaining
agent for all lay teachers.,111.the secondary school system. Shortly. there7
after, in response to that development-in Philadelphia, 90 Religious from
17 different orders came together-at,St. Fraricis de Sales'College in
The
Allentown,-, Pennsylvania for asymposium on Religious and Unionism.
-sympoSiOm, which brought together Religious Superiors, school administratOrs
and teachers from six orders .of Priests, two of Brothers and nine of Sisters,
"The Archdiocese of
Altcussed the f011owing statement and questions:
Philadelphia haS officially recognized the Association of Catholiejeachers ..
as the exclusive bargaining agent for all lay teachers in the secondary
"In areas of mutual concern, should Religious be represchool system."
sented at the,bargaining.table" ,"Assuming that they should be represented,
how should.they be represented" "What - effects will this have on Religious

lifer
The siC study groups of 15 Religious each were.upanimous-in support-.
ing some sort of'batpaining representation for Religious. One group asked
that they be represented "as members of a teaching faculty, not necessarily,
as members of a Rei4gfb4is order.", 'Issues sucfr as seniority and teacher substitutton were suggested as items,vhich.,might be discussed.

Suggestions for the piethod'Of representation ranged from a rropoSal.
that Religious Superior's meelt.withAioce00- school Officials.te -a recommenda7
tion that a senate. be !orwd.Which would involve lay and Religious teachers
at
levels. While some WriltIO.OW\participants saw problems of religious
obedience in .Such areas as poSsib)e.aupOortfor teachers'. strikes, the
various group reports indicated tat :-the -symposium.participants felt that
any such problems could be resolVO,andrthat the advantages would far oJt-.
weigh the disadvantages._ Oe...aroup noted
"Vsofar as obedience is concerned, since most of the problems come-froMit5ati fied individuals, thi5
representation would also be..a means of better On
tending."
.

:

1,,

A year later, the'National Catholic'.Educa lona' Association sponsored
a fOrmal debate.on this subject at its anndal.con -ention in Detroit under the
heading: '"Relfg,jous- teachers in unions, Yes or No
Brother James F.
Gray, S.M., Oirector of-Education for,-the St. Louis PrOvince of the Society
of. Maryi.tOok the affirmative Obsitidn, arguing thatr614giousshOuId be
free, ifthey,so choose,,to join the-existing lay teachers unions in a
growing timber of LJ.;S. dioceses.
Director of
Father Joseph
Education. for the Eastern Province of the Oblates.of St. Francis. de Sales;
took the negative= position.
He argued that while Religious have a right-to

associate to protect their own interests; they do not reallybaong inlay
-teachers unions.

-' The papers- delivered by Brother Dray and Father-Lynn were. later
.reprinted in the official magazine of the NCEA.
For present purposes it
will'be enough-to summarize them very briefly:

Father Lynn and:Brother. Gray agreed that Catholic lay teachers,- of
necessity concerned about their .financial situation; have the right to
unionize, and that -this right' is now recognized by most Religious and diotesan
School offiCials;thatrmost Catholic lay teachers unions do not want Religious
in theiL5lemberSbip fearing that Religious are not concerned enough about
money; -and -that Religious have a right to an equal voice with layMen in the
operation-of the Schools':

They disagreed on how that last objective Might by best achieved.
Brother. G'ray said having a schobl'5 lay and Religious teachers in a
single union would further the unity and morale of teaching staffs. But
Father Lynn said teachers unions are "in conflict with the:basic principles
of the Religious life."

"Religious by the nature of their lives, don't split into opposite
camps" of labor and management, Father Lynn said.
" "Superiors exist to sere their confreres, not to exploit them; the
working relations of Religious with their superiors are based on motives of
obedience and love, not on the legalistic terms of. labor contracts," he
declared.

,

Moreover, he continued, "the corporate na ure of the Religious life,
and the total commitment a Religious makes to
to. his apostolate is precious."'

-

7

"The.corporate.nature of the religious life from the earliest days
of Christianity up to the present time has been the secret :of the marvelous
things achieved. by Religious orders,":Jather Lynn paid.

910 render this.corporate action asunder by dividing the
a community into opposite camps of labor and management would-be
the Church and Catholic schools. of our:nation of ajorce that iS
needed today,. more than at any time in our nation's history," he

members of
to deprive.
desperately.
declared.

PReligibus must. exhibit- a generosity and an otherworidliness.that
make:their commitment distinct from that,ofa layman," he continued.-"They
Iust'give theMselVes.to-God's work under obedience, and this simply is0t
the kirld'oflabor recognized by any type -of American labOr,union."
,..

HoweverJatherlynn stated i' "Wrelation to the rights thatre
bargained for between laYMen and, management,:-.ReligibUs'nust haveayoicei.
their. presence must-be-feltnot-to enhance their position or-to -win cong.
,cessions but to be protected -from being overburdened o underprivileged .
to the detriment of- their. efficiency as.teachers.":

This is one ofthe reasons, he,said,--an association of Religious
teachers is- being 'formed. -in the Philadelphia Archdiocese.-

"When a teachers association is fdrmed,
,Brother. -Gray said:
ay Members."
becomes a monstrosity if igt-has- jus,

SuCh an association could exclude more than half the:teachers in a
school or diocese, he said, hereWplacing power even in.admihistrative.
.the hands of a minority.
details

"Pm not here4tohave a:platform that urges,the adoption of such
KrAherGray stated. :However,- he-said, teachers Gnions de facto
exist, and when they do, they have no right to exclude the membership of
Religious teachers. To do so might, have " "a detriMental effect on the -school,"
he said.-

Brother Gray denied Father Lynn's contention that membership in
teachers unions would necessarily be incompatible-with the Religibus life.
Be said, however, it would be an "anoMaly" fOr a Catholic teachers union,
whether of lay orReligious teachers, to beconneCted with non-Church unions
-such.as the United Federation of Teachers..
Brother Bray also advoCated a tingle salary Scale for diodesah school
systems through which Religious would be initially paid the same salary as
The individual Religious would not keevthe money,
their lay counterparts.
In accordance with his vow of poverty, the bulk of his
however, he added.
salary could be turned back to the. order or put into diocesan projects,
Brother. Gray explained.

But placing Religious on the same salary scale would have the advantage of boosting their morale by dramatizing the worth of their "contribIt would also improve the bookkeeping in
uted services," Brother Gray saith
Catholic school systems, which, he said, often do not know the extent of
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their resources or their problems -since.no accurate figures,are'kePt on the
"contributed services" of Religious.
.

If necessary, the, oregoing summary of the arguments pro and con-on
the questibn, "Religiout teachers in unions, Yes or No?" can be fleshed out
in ,greater'detail-durifig the question - and - answer period following. my initial

presentatonednWhild, speakillgas,one whqkdows very little about Reli-

lifeA*4ven,les aboutschO91 adminitrationWh*ethat the -,
argtmenW1h-faVOrofReligious membership in teacherS1-unions as presented
gious

by Brother Gray are more convincing than the contrary arguMents presented by
Father Lynn.
In this respect, I again find mySelf in agreement. with Father
Reicher.
Reicher wrestled with this problem over a period of several years
in a series of working papers. In the end, haVingcarefully weighed.-all of
the alternatives, he opted for free and equal participation.of.nonadministrativefaculty members.with lay. faculty members in the same organization. He
reali,zedr-of course,.that this would result iiya number ofproblems, but he
was convinced that none of.these problems was insoluble.
"One of the first problems," he 'wrote, "is that of Religious .obedience.and rayalty, in a midwestern -school' one administrator believed that
participation_ in such an association involves disloyalty to .the order.
If.
this belief is true, then My basic assumption thattaoth should have equal
representation is wrong and incorrect.
However, I think that the mature
Religious faculty member has a professional Competence which extends also to
participation in associations or organizations.
The Religious Superio'r-who
is-simultaneously'a sall-Wol Principal will probably disappear, because we

have found howdiffidult This to keep both j* in a single person. I do -.
not believe that a Religious-Superiorcan'use reloigious.-bbedience as a means'.
to-subvert the legitimate desire-of lay peoplejto bargain collectively."
.

Reicher also emphasized that lay teachers must recognize the right
of Religious to organize and must admit them to\their own associations on
a.basis of equality. Lay groups themseives,he\said,-Must appreciate the
problems of religious obedience but At:the same time must view theteacher as
a free and responsible person-Onless and until the contrary is proven.
\

With regard -to the rights of school administrators,- Father Reicher
recommended that initial collective bargaining contracts be made very flexible,. We thoUght that. the jurisdiction of the Religious Superior in certain
essential.matters- ought to-be spelled out.
For example, he said that a.
Religious Should not be able to use an association or union to prevent a
transferor an assignment from his ReligiouS Superior. the firSt collective
-.

bargaining agreenwIthe suggested, is-not going to be one in which all
possible difficulties are foreseen. .Therefore, the need for flexibility ad
the need for an adeqUate grievance. procedure..

On the question of Religious poverty, Father Reicher started out
feeling that there might be something wrong about the administration of a
Religious order paying dues and fees for.. Religious teachers with whom the
-order would later have to dear in collective bargaining. In the end, how,ever, he concluded that, within the framework of reference of the vow of
poverty, Religious do and ought to receive .a certain amount of disposable.

,
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income for professional purposes. -Financial responsibility, he said, inclunes'-the responsibility of supporting profes-sional organizations, unions,
etc., Where they are required.

Father Reicher; jh everything he wrote on this subject, was at pains
to sarhe was doing so_as one who had no first-hand experience with Religious
life and no expertise in the field of canon Taw.-- Having.made-the same ..con-'

fessionin my own case, let me repeat, in concluSion, that in my op-Minn,

Religious' Should-l*frei:4fAlley so:desire.-.WOrganiZe fortolleAivy
bargaining Orposes and that the'eXerCise of this right; in my judgment,
compatiblewith.the observance of their vow of obedience and poverty.
Now a word about the question:as:to-whether:or not it is- appropriate
sfOrCatholie teachers to belong to a union whose official policies may be at
variance with the Churth's stand on abortion and school aid, for example.
This question haS been frequently, raised as an-argument against membership in
the AmeriCan Federation of Teachers.
the AFT's stand on abortion and
school aid, for example,: is as -bad as its'critics have made it out to- be. (and
I must admit that I have yet to see all the evidence on this matter), I obviously disagree with the union.
For better or for,worse,,howeYer;..the

policy positions adopted by any union on any subject can only be changed by
-the members of that organizationwhich
might.be an argument for encouraging
more Catholics to join the organization than are in it at the present time.In any event, even .if the'National Labor Relations .Board Were-not to assume
jurisdiction over Catholic schools in the area-of collective bargaining,
there would be nothing to prevent Catholic teachers from choosing -qhe AFT to
represent them." As a matter of fact; this has already happened in more than
one .diocese.
am:not aware that it has resulted in.any serious conflict
over federal aid or abortion, one reason being that local units-of the AFT,
enjoydomplete-autonomy on issues of this kind.
The crucial point to bear in mind in this controversy-is that
teachers, like all other workers, have a right to be represented by the union
One may regret the choice by some teachers of a given
of their own choice
union, but, in the final analysis, this is a decision that they and they
alone can make.
With all Aloe respect to those who are trying to prevent
their - teachers from joining the AFT, I can only say that, in my judgment,
they'are fighting a losing battle.
In passing, let'me add a word about the, danger of approaching the
,prOblemof collective bargaining in Catholic schools exclusiely from a
negative and legalistic point of ,view instead of concentrating on constructive, fOrwdrd-looking, nonlegalistic ways -of making collective bargainingwork -inAhe best interests, not only-of the teachers involved,. but of the
schools. themselves and the pupils who attend them. In other Words, d'would
strongly- recommend that school administrators who are involved in collective
.

-

,

bargaining with their teachers 'consult not only. .with lawyers, but also with
expert S in_the.field of labormanagement .relations who, by reasons oftheir
Many lawyers are tolOoklor
training and experience; are more inclined th
I mean_no
constructive ways and-means:of making.(ollective bargaining work.
offense to the legal profession when I .say that, while' there Ts obvipuly
place for. lawyers_in the area of.collective'bargaining, they are net as a
general rule, good negotiators in the field of labor-management relations.
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Their training and their occupational bias inclines-them very often .to
advise their clients. on how to get around the law (legally, of course)
instead of counselling them on ways and means of reaching a satisfactory
%settlementand- setting up procedures for the ongoing administratiOn of a
Collective bargaining agreement. The history of labor-management relations
is replete with examples of this and is borne out dramatically by the- experience of our Bishops Committee on Farm Labor in _connection with the
California farm labor dispute. In that dispute, lawyers, with a. few notable
exceptions- ,.have, in my opinion, done a dis&ervicto their grower clients
by taking a narrowly legaliStTc approach to a comOlicateChuman.relatiCns
problem and by counsellingthem on waYs and means of getting around the Yaw,
Ithink it would-be disastrous for school administrators to make this!same
,
mistake.
.

In conclusion, while many of the pi'oblemswhich confront school
-administrators in this difficult area ofrbuman relations, including the
problem of NLRB jurisdiction, are deserving of serious consideration-, we
dare not ignore the potential scandal that would alMost inevitably result if
Catbolic school administ6tors, either-explicitly or by default, were to give
the impression at this late-date that they -wereusing legalistic arguments to
oppose the-right of teachers to organize into a union of their own choice and
to bargain collectively.
In may judgment, we are not yet. sufficiently aware
of the permanent harm that might be done to the image of the Church in this
Country if we were to mishandle this...dispute,
In any event, we can only hope. and pray that, for the reputation of
the Church and for t-- good of the Catholic school system in the United
States-,,we will. be able to come,up,with a policy which,''while giving due
attention to the problems besettingsthool administrators, will face up
honestly and realistically to the central issue; namely, the right of
teachers to organize and bargain- collectively. Let's also hope and pray
that we will'do.this according to the spirit as well as the letter of Catholic social teaching which is,a very honorable part of our tradition.
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'REFLECTIONS UPON THE PROS AND,CONS'DF COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING IN CATHOLIC SCHOOLS
Edward J

Burke

Introduction

Unquestionably, any address on " unionism" t'-"management",reOes_
tines who are also,religi6Us or priests, involved t :the -gi70,ratio'h of Catholic
dk70,w:41-%saie perteive.as-an
has the potential for controvers
school S
tdachl6gtofthe-HChOron-employee
ri-hts,
inherent conflict betw m. "the
Catholic
schoolnagement resPbnsIbilitids
of
to organize versus the
_
adminiStrators.
.,

.

ossible that some of you may
Based upon my past expprience; it
view
them, and, a few may even
see things a bit different ythan i,would
the,circumstances,
I
would expect such reactions.
Ucte
hold contrary vi ws,
c40;ver,,1 s the apparent belief of some union spokesmen that
have encouh er d'that thei 'viewpoint is the only one that should be pre
I
sented for con i eration by Catholic school employers. I submit that you
e'-and should,be advised on all aspects of the collective
have a right
bargaining pr eS5-S0 that\yall can make yo_ur own informed decisions, when
and if the need arises.

What amazes me i

1.

Let me preface my address by emphasizing and Confirming my endorsement of our'national labor policy to encourage collective bargaining as it
has developed since the 1930s and which has had a major role in bringing
about unparalleled dconomic growth to the country and its Millions'of
workers who, through their union representatives, have participated in the
benefits of the Nation's industrial development.
However, I think it is only fair and proper that, when faced with a
labor q estion,,an employer be permitted to act in accordance with all
applicale legislation and Church teachings, rather than the selected por

tions preferred by union advocates.
submit to you that the bedrock policy question, for you to resolve
"Do the laws of the country'and the teachings df. the Church dictate
is not
Or, as -one Chi&ch spokesman has been
that your enployees be unionized?"
quoted as saying: - "The time has come, I think, for:our Catholic institutions to do what everybody else fn,the United States had to do 30'years ago,
and that is to beginto take seriously the right,- or, if you will, the
obli ation of people to organize into their own economic organization."
To the contrary, I believe the basic policy question for
Emphasis added.)
you to resolve is:
I

As a Catholic school administrator do I have a responsibility to
my emplOyees to provide them with the best possible working conditions,
so as to remove the need for them to seek outs =ide assistance from a.
union to achieve the same conditions - -all the time recognizing their
right to bargain collectively if a majority so desire?

\

As you .might gather, my answer to the .first quest on is 'no "
answer- to the second. qoes_ion is "yes."

My

Having said that,..lepel
shift from the theoretical.to the practical
application of this labor pialtiltyto Catholid schools, particularly as it
applies to your faculties, without intending to exclude clerical and maintenance staffs from consideration..

Economic improvement is the majo concern of faculty members
.utit is not the only concernjob security and working conditions Will te
significant if not controlling factors 'in any decision by ajaculty to seeR
or reject union_representation. 'Where a faculty member knows the .schoR,I,Is
doing,everything it cab to raise his-income and benefits, he will
likely be-disposed tO accept what is offered,..even-thoogh it may be less
than what-he would -otherwise accepii,

But; if he feels he.iS taken .for granted; if he is excluded.fr
participation in normal faculty adtivities which are assumed, say, by the
principal...or-deterened onlyty priests anCreligiousfaculty members, he
will seek an.active VOiCQ in- these:matters,' throu4'a union representation
if nedessary;
.

.

t

If teachers _are not rhired duet° personality clshes, favoritism,
or inadequate remedial assistance in correcting obvious weaknesses, the
remaining faculty memberswillseek the protections, real or imagined,
offered by the union,
In the above situations, and many oth rs, the teacher-Is inclined
to.have-a long, memory and be receptive to.-"pr tection through the union,'"
and the -school will have no one to look to but itself as the cause of the
attitude developing.

,

.

tell you ladie and gentlemen, there are instances where LliH6a4zation,'Oith all.of.its related drawbacks, is appropriate.
It is up to you to
see that this sitbationAoes.not develop in your school.
-I

Now, what I have jOst said should not be4interpreted Ss a proposal
that your faculties be organizedfar from it.- Because of the' numerous
negative aspedts of unionization of Cathnlic school faculties,- I would
.encourage you to do all in your power to co'rredt"andior avoid those-circumstances which would Prompt.yourteachers to s'eek tetter"working conditions
through a labor union.

,ubl

oh Teacher Unionization
It is often asked by those involved in Catholic education but-who
have not had much experiente with Catholitschbol unions, how, in light of
Church- teachings and the publio'polity of thd'Oted States, can anyone
oppose a union's drive.to organize the faculty (Yea-Catholic school?. And,
even if such oppos%tion could be justified, why would anybody want. to do
thisAn this day and age .when everyone-belongs-to a union?
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No Church teachings, no laws, and no
My answer would be as follows.:
fact,
policies stand for the-position that teachers 'should be organized.
public policy, as expressed by the,applicable statutes of most states, sayS
uld not be organj2ed for
that teachers and other public school employee
Even whOre they are permitted by.law to
purposes'of collective ba aining.
In 'one
bargain', they, may not enga e in strike .activity except An two states.
Thus,
it
Strikes
can
'be
enjoined
by
court
order.
of these-two states teache
can hardly be said that t achers have an inherent right'to unionize, bargain,
andengage. in strike acti ity under thelaw or public policy of this ccuntry.
:oife the numerous.pr- sure of Organized labor to have'enabling legKlation
pascsed by the respecti e states granting teachers these:rights, the Congress
the -:
,and most state leqislatuTes have stated that to do so would not be
-puol ic interest

.

urther, nothing in t44encyclicals or social teachings oaf the- Church-2
Says-.thaty.emplOyees should be unionized./ And,'as. a matter of fact, an ar-u--

ment Can .bemadethat,our Holy Father, Noe Led XIII, in'the'Encyclical
"ReruMJI-Ovarum;!!.:-the.'"cornerstone" of Church- 'teaching on labor matters, or,

as Pope Pius XI'Oalied it,,'The Magna-Carta" on which all Christian activities andHSooial.motterS- are ultimately based, put forth the basis for
legitiMate,4oppOsitioriby school administrators- to the unionization of
Catholic school employees under state or federal law when-he wrote, and I
quote;

There are times, no doubt when it is right that law 'should interfere to prevent associations, as when men join together for purposes
In such
which are evidently bad; unjust or dangerous to the state.
cases the public authority may justly forbid the formation of associations and maydissolve them When they already exist. (Rerum Novarum,
May 15, 1891, in Seven Great Encyclicals, p.

Clearly, this brief passage must be read in onjunction with the
But, at the very least, it shows I believe that "Church
entire document.
11 employees be
,teachings" do not.contain a blanket. requirement that
represented by a union. .Given a complete review of all of the circumstances, I contend that'. it ts quite appropriate under Church teachings for
a Catholic school to encourabe its teachers to reject a- union, just as it
is consistent with Church teachings. for the states and the federal government to justly forbid unionization of publi6 school teachers as "bad,
unjust or dangerous"' Ac the .welfare of the country-and/or its respective
states.

0
Objections to Teacher Unions in Catholic
Schools undei' the Jurisdiction of the
National Labor Relations BAs to why you woulciwal-rt to=oppose collective bargaining with your
faculties, I believe you have to first distinguish between unionization of
your Catholic schools under,the jurisdiction of the NLRB or a state agency,
as opposed to the involvement of your faculties, all of your faculties, in
1 believe it is in everyone's
determining their own'working conditions.
intereSt to build into your personnel policies some mechanism for -acuity

4
_

input--it just makes god sense to Know faculty conce ns and either satisfy
them-where'pratticable or offer an 8
anation where certain ipovemen
cannot be implemented..
To be governed by NLR3
For example:4.
different matter.

Ides and regulations is an enti rely:

1.
Why.should agov4rnment
iCia1 (who-may have just recently
completed his college or lawschool,,teAlning, as-is.often the case, and
may know little or nothing abdat Catholic schools) have the power to. say
that. the faculty shouldbe. divided into -lay teachers and priests, .(or
`religious) with the priests,,,and reTiglbAs denied any say in We'OevelopMeht
7
of day-to-day Working,conditidns?

:u:

,

3.

Wptshouldjhe lay teaphersHn Catholic sthopls be ab

-to

strik, And even engage ip a code otconddct repugnant to .Chrlstian principles with,governmental.,prOtection, while a'. public .school teacherfsprohibitedty these same governments from engaging in this very 'same ativity
or, as in most cases anY,kind of union activity, ano could be fired for so
doing?

Why sneu;6,,principalto pastor be exposed td' a union challenge
protect his right_(if not his obligation) to terminate teachers who',. bj word or act, standaliZe and mislead
-students AD ark enrolled in a cAt1-q1ic school to obtain a Catholic
education?
3.

'ainD:forced to resort to the tok:trtS,4 t

Why should aCatholic school be. pressured to adopt'restriftidhs,
on its managerial prerogatives for,ithe benefit of lay teachers at the expense
of the- school., the educational-program, and the students?
4.

I could go on and one but I think you can see my point. Unioniza-tion under the NLRB is not inevItable, but once a,schOol is unionized,
confrontation and controversy is/inevitable. Perhaps it Will come right
away.
Perhaps it will be years
n coming, but it will come.
.

E,

.

The all too familiar pattern is that no matter how high-principled
-and well-intending individuals a 4 who propose the formation of a union,
the union/school relationship wit ultimately develop into a move by the
i
lay teachers for more money and more power, sometimes at the expense of,the,
students and the schools.
Some of you may view this somewhat negative projection with suspiIt is possible that in some cases these concerns may never arise.
But you should be alert to what can happen so that you know what you are
facing and be able to respond accordingly.
cion.

Management's Resppnse to an Organization
.Drive b a Teachers Union
-7-

-Let me-spend some time on what an employer should normally do when
an organization drive develops.
There are a number of important considera-'
tions for you to be aware of:

)
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r 1.
Unless the faculty hears from you as to your viewpoints it is
quite likely that they will assume that, by your silence, you are in favor
of the-teachers organizing. Unless you expres's your views, the chances are
they will.believe that you are in favor of the unionization of your faculty.

You must understand that a union or,ganizer will give the faculty
only one iide of the story.
I submit that you not only have the 'right-to
speak out on the drawbacks to unionization, but that you have an obli ation
to do-so.' The average faculty member will not know all of the pluses and
minuses of unionization and unJess you tell him he will not be able to make
an intell'igent judgment.
For example, how many faculty members on your
staff know that, as interpreted by the United Stdtes Supreme Court, it is
the national labor policy of this country that the unionization of the
.

facility:

,

extinguishes the individual employee's power to order hi's
Amyl relations with his employer and creates a power vested in the
chosen representative to act in the-interests'of all employees.
'Congress has seen fit to clothe the bargaining representative with
powers comparable to those posseSsed by a legislative body both to
create and. restrict the rights .0 those whom it represents.'
Integral to this federal labor policy has been the power. in the.
chosen. union to protect against erosion of its status under that
policy through-reasonable discipline of members who violate rules and
regulations governing membership. That power is particularly vital'
wheg the members engage in strike's. The economic strike against the
employer is the.ultimate weapon in labor's arsenal for achieving
agreement upon its-terms and "[t]he power, to fine or expel strike®
breakers .is essential if the union is to be an effective bargaining
.

.

.

agent."

(Emphasis added.).

(NLRB v. Allis-Chalmers Mf Co., 388

U.S. 175, 180-181 [1967M
For. example, (Pased upon the above statement of the law; how-many
_y-members,on your-staff know that if the union contract provides fbr
tenure-or termination after so many,years, and faced_with the likelihOod of
term nation., a -teacher asked for ant,additional year to
himself on a
non 1 nured-basis, he does not have the right to agree to
to work another year
as a nontenured teacher.

-fac

In .one situation'in which I was personally involved, his union Can,
and his union did, tell the school to either give him tenure or fire him,
regardless of the teacher's personal preference.- As you can expect, in the
case that I am familiar with, tenure was 'not Aranted and the teacher was
terminated, despite his .wilTingness- and the school's willingnesS to continue
him as a nontenured faculty member.

You have to try to make clear)to the-teachers the distinction between
the faculty as individuals, and a union, which
a separate and distinct
organization -from its memberS.
Sometimes the goals of the union are in
conflict,with those of its members, even at the expense of the members if
need be.
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uestions and the Role
of the Labor-Counsel.

You are going.tobave to seriously study the bargaining unit as
opposed to the union-when and if a union approaches and an election is.
ordered or agreed to. Forexample,- should priests and religious be 'in, Or
shouldAhey be out? ShouldNepartment chairmen be in, or shpuld:they'be out
Should it be one school, or sbuld.it be a number of schools? Who is the
emploter-the board of trustees of the school, or the diocese, or the
rOigious community? There-are many questions of that nature,, which leads
me to state the-'need foryou.to obtain now-ahead of'timi,- competent labor
counsel to have available to you at the time you need ft'. :.A&the story.
goes about the. sterner who does not need his gun until he needs it damn
bad, you should have yourlabor-.1awyer available tcryou_o that- when you
need him he's there.and:rfamiliar with the "circumstances.
In this-correct i on, let me talk a bit about the role of. -a labor,

lawYerin union repreSentation and collective bargaining.
If yOu were to
follow the advice of AFT'leaders, you should not consult with the one
competent individual available- to you to assist you in your dealings with a
uniOn.
The union, .however, does not want to work according to the same.
grounrules. They will spend enormous amounts
time, energy, and money
to prepare qualified staff representdtives who-may or may not be attorneys,.
to assist the teacherS in their organizational drives-and in_their collective
bargaining.
I know of no valid reason why you as an employer, shoulN be
denied similar assistance, unless you accept the proposition that you should
not be allowed to deal with the union on equal terms. A labor- lawyer, even
one familiar with Catholic schools, has little or no baCkground or abilities
Likewise, no
that wouldbenable him to effectively -run a Catholic school.
matter how well-versed a school administrator is in-the day-to-day operations
of a school, he does .notnecessarilY_have the background and ability to engage in bargaining-in a way .that will best present and preSarve. the interest
of-the school.
I strongly Urge you to obtain competent labor counsel at the
earliest possible time, 5o that when and if you need such advice you- have it
available-to you simply by dialing a number on a telephone.

C

:

Conclusion

ThrOughout the course of this conference I am sure you will hear many
other viewpoints on the role of Unionsin Catholic schools. They will be
from different perspectives and from-individuals with differing- backgrounds.
.

I do not expect. that each and. every -one of you will necessarily accept all
of the above as the last word on this subject, but -I hope that what I havesaid will-assist you in drawing your own conclusions on how to best approaCh
the issue in your respective dioceses and schools.

,
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TOWARD JUSTICE FOR ALL
Rev. John. F. Meyers

I should-emphasize lieforelnbegiWthat this is not a. regular speech.
When. I give a.speech, I may often be wrong, butt-aM never in:doubt
Right:
now, I am. in dou bt

/-

-I must

lso.recognize my-coll4borators in this preSentatim
astonishment and prob4bly.Yours,'-too-has entrusted
me with presenting his views, even though he cannotbe.here with -us to-correct me.. Ed Ryle, who teaches social work-At The Catholic University of.
GeOrge Elford - -to

America', but Who-is getting his doctorate in theology, has. also helped.,
Usually, I don't .have collaborators-on speeches.
Maybe that's why I'mth
doubt.

This presentation-is perh6s best- labeled a process paper,A working,,
draft, or a Speech. As Paul VI said in A CAFE TO ACTION; "progress has
already been made in introducing in the area of .human relationships, greater
justiceand greater- sharing of reponsibilitie. But ire thin immenSejield
much remains`to be done.
Further reflection, research and experimentatiOn
must be actively pursued, unless one is to be late in meeting the legitimate
aspirations of- the,

.

(No. 15)

After a7few introductory remarks we-Would,like to present several
concrete models, or some new'socialstructures, which may stimulate your
own reflection,.reSearch and exPerimentation.
It ,is my, hope that in_ t i*
discussion to follow, we might refine them or devise better and.mOre-re41istic models-that might. be initiated..
People, I'm told, used to ask
'Mahatma Gandhi how he could .change his mind from one week -to the-next.And his reply was
"Because in the course of the week, I learned some-.
thing."- I trust tonight, that we shaT1 all learn somethihg.
gobd,

told, to begin with some assumptions.

.1 have nine.,

1.
The worker has a right to a just, living, family, Saving wage
and good working conditions.
4.

2.
The workers havea right-to organize, bargain collectively, and
(note this) participate meaningfully in deCisions-which affect the enter-

prite.

-Social justice requires the establishment of a structure or
set of structures-that assures justice will be provided.' Paternalistic
-relationships are not enough.
3.

4.
Catholic.Church,,while it may be described as an. institution, is more
mdre A'dequately described as SacraMentand Community, or the
People of God.

-

Some Church enterprises are more closely related to the central sacramental mission of -the Church than are others.
The Catholic school
best defined as a Christian' Educationalis-more. closely related ta.the central -sacranenta rMisSion.b.

COMmunitY,. and 4s such,---i

7.
The.governMent-m6st avoid excessive entanglement in the
religious affairs of the Church.

RarentSliavefihe-right to participate,,usUally thHugh elected
representative's
in polick decisions,affecting the education of,: their
children.
This includes decisions. concerningtuitionand'salaries.,
,

9.The nature of the structure provided to promdte justice -should
be consonant' with :the nature.ofthe institution and not antithetical-to
it.
Consequently, it would not,beimmoral to,ble opposed to Certain types
of structures' or organizations, either ofmanagers,-administi-ators or
teachers;

It.,S'eemswhat we are .searcningJor is w-SociarStructure,
meet our assumptions and which will guarantee justice to 411' those involved
in the Catholic educational Ministry of the Church- - teachers, both lay and
religious, principals; parentS, pastorS, bishops, students. The concept
of the ChUrch as a community, and of the school as a Christian Educational
Community, -has significant implications fbr the ordering -of relationships
between persons having roles in the secular arena labeled "employers"
and "employees"; "management' and "labor."
In the Christian Educational
Community, the. relationship should' be characterized by 'cooperation anctnot
conflict; by service to others, not se`- -vice. of self; by harmony not hatred;
:by-justice for all,:not. justice for some'and especially by growth in and
witness to faith in Jesus.:
:

Unfortunately, thehistory of labor-management relatiOnships in the
United States does not seemto'be replete with adjectives connoting,coopera,tion, harmony,.. service, faith.

Within the educational .ministry of the ..-

Church, we perhaps
ye an opportunity to-establish new structures to'firo-mote better, Christian relationships among all members, of the community.
i

Ftbrii my reading of the social teachings - -from Leo XIII. to the

,Vatfcan Council and Paul VI, there are three:Points I'd like to call to your
attention besides, of'course, the,right of the workers to organize, which
we, all reco0iie:

-The first point Ishave,been.tol&by, friend, is really only .of
Ttistorical intereSt, since it hasn't been emphasized much since Pius XI.
t'However, I think that in,cOnnection with Catholic teachers, it is well to
recall itand even act upon it.
Pius XI Wrote:
"the Encyclical ON THE. CONDITION -CF WORKER most
fittingly declared that 'workers' associations ought to be so constituted
and so governed as_ta furnish the most-suitable and most convenient meansto attain the object proposed, which consists in this, that the indiVidual

members -of -.the association secure,. so far as is possible, an increase in the`..
goods of body, of soul,.and of prchaerty'- yet ft.-IS:Clear that 'moral and

religious perfection ought to be regarded as their principal goal, and that 'their social brganiza 'tion as such Ought above all to be -directed completely
by this goal.'" Since; in/the Christian edutational.co41014
'34,e propose
a
our'goal the_growth in faith not only of the students, but. also that. of
,the teachers, the. ideal of moral `and religious perfection should not simply
be overlooked:

My seoond.lAint iS rotas I was told previouSly, merely of historIca' interest. John XXIII repeats it, and so does. the Vatican7Councii.
concerns the participationof the workers in-the deci-sjohs -concerning- the.'
good of the enterprise:'-net Just concerning issues of salaries and working
conditions.
GAUQIUM-ET _SEES says: "In .economic. nterprises it is persons
who work together, that is free and independent human beings created to. thy_
.th
image of God. Therefore, active.participationef everyohe in-the runhihg of
This participation should, be.exercised in
an enterprise- should be promoted.
(NO.6).
appropriately determined ways."

And John XXIII says in MATER ET.MAGISTRA:
"it.is today advisable as
our predecessor clearly pointed out, that work:agreements-be-tempered in
certain respects with partnership arrangements, s9. that 'workers and offt, -dais become participants'in ownership, or management, or share in some,.
manner in-profits.." (No. A2). -Now, I don't think we have to worry too much
about sharing in. the profits--bUt we should care-about sharing in the

managementand maybe in the losses.
My third ppint is that of the-principle of subsidiarity,whith:ls
We shouldn't call in a third party t0.do something.we Canor shoulddo ourselves, especially when we cam,do-it.,..
-better.
The educational ministry of the Church is a mission of the:Church
and it seems we should be able to manage and direCt it - -with justice-Without the need to have the state or federal government entangle itself in
stressed in -most of the documents.

Church affairs.:

Another thing that we ought to emphasize and which-I have not heard
mentioned at all so far in these discussions' is the issue_of responsibility.,
We have heard a considerable amount of talk about the rights of the worker.
However, with every right thereis a corresponding reSpOnsibility.
All of
us have rights-administrators and teachers . But we also have responsibilities:
An Organization may have every right to exist but if it atts,
irresponsibly, these activities should be condemned and, we hope, corrected.
Now we might suggest some characteristics of a social structure:for
justice within the educational ministry of the.Church.
L.-- It should encompass all teachers--not just those in large.
cities or high schools.
4.7

2.

It must be effective =and haV- "clout."

3.
It shOuld bring together all segments or members of the
Christian Educational Community--teachers, parents, principals, pastors,

bishops - -maybe even students.

-4, It should involVe some form of collective representation contstitu ed by an electoral process.
5.
It should have as-its goal both the spiritual and the material
well-being of the members:of the, community.
.

,

after this -. somewhat lengthvitiCroduction,-1'-have three basic
of. them
Models tosuggest.-.All of
-open. to .a.variety of modi
_

odeIT
This is a simple restructuring of the school board of board
dpeation.to.include equitable ,representation froM the.teachers.
The.Catholic SChool is:a.Christian-Educational Community.- ..Yet,,in
`trarislating the:public school model to the Catholic school---,-We have left
In thiS new strucout one segment of the community:naMely,the.teachers.
ture,. teachers .would ex -officio hold membership on the board. An equitable
riuKber of representatives Would bavebto be determined, and a prOcess for
Abeir election would have to be decided:.

Ideally,. -all those involved in the school wculdthen.look upon it
as "our family entelc riSe,"ourguild, or our community --a Christian one.
goOd educaAll,of_ the people in olved have basically the.same interests:
'don, faithfulness to the Church teaChings, just salaries, good working
conditionS,:reasonable tuitions and parish subsidies.

Within-this new board structure, all olicy decisions including
salary issues and working :conditions would be discussed with,a view toward
reaching consensus or a majority vote, - which would be binding upon all.
Teathers could or could-not, depending-upon their wishes, have a formal
teachers' organization. The teacher represenOtives on the ,board, however,
wouldhave the responsibility for,presenting the - teachers' views on all

issues concerning the-school.- This structure would insure that no aly
decisions- would be made. without the active involvement of the. teacherS%

Modifications,
I've suggested this model for the parish or l,cal
A modification might be to have it only atthe,,diocesW
school level.
This would remove some of the. objections thatpeople'rave to
level.
inCluding the teacher of the 3ocal school in the policy-making board of
that same local school.

Another modifita ion might_be to let a committee Of
e
The new advantage to_thiS would:btha
mine Salary issues.
clude parents in the initial salary discussions:.

he-board deter-,
it would in-

.

This model suggests
Commission.

blishrnent of an "Educational PerSonnel

It recomIt leaves the present local and diocesan board unchanged.
mends that regional or provincial "Iducational Personnel Commissions"
full authority over all personnel-policies and- practices- within the region
be established.
It would be set up by the -bishops of the U.S, with the
cooperation of the NCEA

Membership 0f,each regional commission would 136 made up.of six or
seven teachers or administrators, two bishoos, two pastors, and two religious community representatives, all of whom would be elected by all :the'
By operating beyond the diocesan level, i.e.,at
teachers in the regions.
levgi, each commission would be able to have a-volume of work
the
that would justifY one or more full time staff. Staff work is essential
that
Also, these regional commissions would be outside the
for 'effectiveness.
Naturally, for
jurisdiction of .any one perSonnotably, any one bishop.
theSe commissions to be effective, the local bishops would have to commit
themselves -to-ac'cept the 'cleciSions of the cornmissbris-.

The- responsibility of each commission and its-staff would include a
careful review of all Salary and -personnel policies and.practices in the
region. ,' They would not seek to impose a regional uniformity, but would
review policies in-terms of the local 'conditions. The commissions would
arbitrate any local difficulties and serve as the- final place of appeal for
The composition of these commissions would assure that their
grievances.
deliberations would be governed both by the concern for indiVidual needs
and 'rights, as'well as by- a concern for the good of Catholic education.
Basically, -the model 'presents- a form of compulsory arbitration,

Principals and teachers would be bound by contract to accept the decisions
of the commission. To assure that others also folloW the decisions, -the
commission could endorse a strike against any employer who refused to comply
Such a:commissi-on-endorsed,Atrike would be-a
with the commission rulings.
show of unity, and would not be so disruptiVe of the:Christian Community asthe ordinary. .strike.

Modifications.
could be
1.

Again, there cduld.be some modifications.

There

Educational Personnel Commissions on the diocesan level, or

one, national, Personnel Commission which would be the arbitra2.
tion board for all dioceses.

del

the combinat on of Model
This is a .short and simple one.(the modified school board or board of education) and Model II (the Educational Personnel Commission).

Now; before we begin with discussion', I want to preseht one further
item for your consideration, sine
it is.related to our - above- suggestions.

The NCEA; which already has membership&froM all those involVeci.
in the--Christian EduCational Community, has been.requeSted..toloegina new
department, a-National Association of Catholic Teachers, or a- -National
AssociatiOn of Teacher. Organizationt... It would be somewhat a-counterpart_

tathe NCEA Forum ofParentt'Organizations, and-WoUld give more visibility
;and voice to the teachers who already-hold, or-wculdhold,' membership-in the
Likewise; it Could.bt of service in the establishment of some.of the
modIS we have discuSsed.Until -now; NCEA has understandably refrained from getting involved
in salary issues-, yet:this is one of the major concerns of the teachers.
One reason for thelhesitancY has.been,-of course, that NCEA would not like
to find itself in a-sttbation where one of its departments would be striking
against another:

NeVertheless, local teacher organizations seem to want ta,affiliateL
or hold membership in a national.association-for.a variety Of-reason-S. In
contrast to secular associations, NCEA could provide services to Catholic
teachers,-working in a distinctively Catholic-school.. It could also consider growth in faith as One of the. primary objectives.
If any of the models 'proposed,-or some modification of them, are
accepted, the possibility of strikes would be eliminated.. In the Educational Personnel Commission, Model II, NCEA would actually ehdorSe a strike
(if need be) of all its members gainst the employer who refused to-accept
the commission rulings. This Would give considerable clotit to the commisr.
lion, and would-not be so disruptive of the Christian.6vmunity as an
since all wouldi be united in seeing thatjustice was done.
ordinary strike, since
Likewise, from the dues collected, NCEA could provide service to
the local level with regard to such matters as data on salaries, costs;
economic conditions; orientation .and training sessions for local unit
members.

These are just some suggestions. J realize the models may be
simple--even simplistic.
However, with the collective wisdom in this grow
we may be able to refine them. Or maybe someone has a better idea. (That
not a paid political announcement.) Now-, I'm ready- to learn from you-- an
maybe change my mind.

CHOOLS
TEACHER ORGANIZATIONS IN CATHOLIC SCHOOLS

Rev. John L. Leibrecht

es
My.paper has beer(diyided- into three sectibns. .'The first is a se
-of questions-and answers about teacher organizations in Catholic schools;
`,The purpose of the questions-answer format is to suggest that, as inquiry
about teacher organizations in:Catholic-Schools develo05,-.attentiOn must: be
given not only to formulating-answers but.also:to identifying-the proper
Correct answers to peripheral,questiohScontribute litand basic questions.
tie, whereas even partialanswers to the. essential questions at least give
a foundation_om which- to.build.. The questions and answers given belOw-need
expansion. Jven so, they-focus.on the need to-identify. -basjc Oestions, as
well as provide answers..

The second section offers a few fundamental guidelines to
mind whei-considering teacher organizations,

eep- in

.

Third, I suggest several practical actions in light of the previous
two sections .

uesti ©ns and Answers

The
Yes.
dignity,-for per-.

Do teachers in Catholic. schools havea right toa- ize?

Church haS Clearly taught ,that for the vromotion of hum
Sonal benefit, and for a comnon goal of justice, people may organize them-.-,
These natural law foundations cited by the Church's ordinary magis-'
selveS.'
terium support the right of,.. teachers in Catholic schools to organize. The
"right-to organize" leads logically to the separate and distinct question of
the "reasons for organizing" into a particular group at a particular times,

Should teachers in Catholic schools
ahize? That is a decision for
teachers to Make,. On the theoretical level, they need to examine the
rationale behind organizing. On the practical level, they have to judge the
advantage's and disadvantages. of organizing.

What kinds of-or anization mi ht teachers in Catholic school.
Faculty senates, faculty professional group
No limit presents itself.
administration faculty decision-making teams, associations, and unions already exist as types of organizations which teachers haVe thought best for
Local needs and circumstances, affect
Catholic-schools and for themselves.
the particular type of organization teachers form. The alternatives are

many and take various fos according to-the decisions made on such factors
4S-theJollowiogt
Membership: an organizatiOn may be exclusive or inclusive
1.
depuding upon-Whether religious and lay-teachers belong to a separate
organization or the same organization.
(
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Structure: organizations may. be "forMal or informarbased.,
2.
chiefly on the presence or absence Of. .aWritten-constitUtion and by-laWs,.

ForMialprganizationS are_either "akociations or Urion- Associations May
be functionally defined -.a5 those-,t 7etcherlorganizations whiCh do not have one

or more of the major components of the,Onion (negotiations forselary,.a
grievance procedure, a master contract),. Unions -may be "independent or
affiliated' according to whether or nott4ey,have affiliation with anotherunion-Pr bargaining unit. -In'praCtite, the. terms "Jndependent unionv- and
"association" are used interchangeably,.

'

3.
EXtent: an organization may extend to one sdhoOl -Only, be
regional, or .diocesan -wide.

Different combinations of -these-factors account for wide varieties
of teacher organizations in Catholic- schools.

Should-religious and la teachers belon to the same,o aniiation?
Ideally,--yes.- Though not every concern is
_ually appropriate ,t6,,re igious
and lay teachers on a staff? most concerns are Snared% Thelong.rangebenefits of belonging to the same-organization seem to outweigh the-immediate
problems which joint membership may encounter. ,NO'civil Or,canonicatlegalbarrier prevents lay and religious from being members of the same:organization.
From a positive viewpoint, joining together in one organization may
benefit the -at Mosphere and effectiveness of the school.
What are some of the factors to be considered b teachers if an
organization is
Because the types of teaCher organizations are so
varied, this question is best answered by a set of further questions:
1.
What are the needs of the teachers, the school, and studentg and
parents wh 6 the teachers' -organization would address?
2.

What is unique about a. teachers' organization in a Catholic

3.

What other persons should be brought into a discussion of these

scho-

mat

rs?

4.
What are the possible-alternate forms pf organization which,
would answer those needS?
5.

What are the advantages of each?

S.
Now should those advantages and disadvantages be fully examined
and refined through discussion?

7.- After-that examination and discussion, which type of organization
does the majority of teachers think best?
the onion, ind -endent or affiliated, the best orm of o anization?
That is for the teachers to decide. Examining all the possible forms of
organization is the important thing.
Teachers need to analyze carefully,
deCide if the original premise that an organization would be valuable stands
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up under investigatioh, and then if they choose to organiie, select that.
type of organization which best meets the criteria deVeloped in previous.Aiscussions...

What responses -shouldbermanifested by administrators and boards when
teachers thoosetoor. anize? Respect arid cooperation ire asic
Adminis7
trators. and-board..meMbers Should'underStand that the decisions to organize'.
or not organize, be formal or informal, independent'or affiliated, building,widerYdiocesan-wide are made by teachers. Keeping-this in mind,
a
ahtrbOard members should proceed in the. following ways:-

L.-Help the teachers'organtzation to be sensitive
sensitive always to the
,
expectation that, like the Catholic school itself,
shout
itself, the organization shoul
be Onique,-and Willing-to identify. that-uniqUeness.
_

,

_

,

__.

.

1

Work cooperatively with. -the organtzation in a spirit of mutual
understanding and charity.
3.

tend

Attempt to minimize anyadVersarial-relationships which-might

b -appear-on-occasion.-

Communicate, in a continuing dialogue, the,hopeswhich.adminis-:
trators and board members, and others, have for the organization.
Board members, ad--What if there are no teacher -or anization5?
cooperatively -provide'procedures-for
ministrators n iteae ers
They-should .deal mutucommunication and areas ofishared-decision.making.
ally, for example, with the philosophy and direction of-the school, thecurriculum, student welfare and teacher welfare. -in particular, definite
procedures should -be created to provide for desirable working conditions,
job security, due proceSS, and advancement.
However,- whether -or not a
tpachers'organiztion exists, the principles of social justice require that
conditions fOr teachers be properly served in every school and diocese.

1111212AtIpsociation_or _union exists, aren't strikes
to kes: have complex repercussions on .everyone and, thereossiblO Yep
be recogfore, are an Arlon of last resort.. The "right' to
'nized as part of the Church's social teaching.. The "exercise" of that
right may take place morally, the Church teaches, only when a combination
of specific circumstances warrant it. .-The right to strike and the morality
of a particUlar strike are two different considerations and should be dealt
with as such.
.

HOw does the National _Labor Relations Board (NLRB) relate to teach
or -anizations in- CatholiCSChools? The NLRB has no relationship. to the
kinds of organizations teat_ er Most frequently have in Catholic schools.
The question as to whether it has arelationshq to any_ kind of teacher
organization in Catholic schools- is'under dispute and has been brought:to
the courts.
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Principles Related t
Organizations
Because the_Catholit school is uni uei= a-encies direc I related to
Before discussing-what-aCtual4, Makes the CatheliC
school different fromHpublit schools and other private schools,. religious
or secular, it is necessary .to understand that censistency4f purpose requires' that agencies directly related to theCathelic-school also be-unique.
This includestioards,' PTA's, and teacher organizationS. The model for the

't must also beAmpe,

Catholic school is not the public.School,Jhe secularprivate-SchoOl, or
even the Protestant or Jewish religious private school.
The Catholic school
curriculum is not modeled after otherScheels, altheugh similarities are
resent, nor is teaching in a 'Catholic school the same as teaching in
another school. To be Consistent with this, agencipS integrally -related to
the Catholic school, including teacher organizations, should not simply
replicate agencies in,otherscheols.,Vot only are there stmilarities, but
definite-and identifiable differences. A beginning point for all teachers',
..organizations, therefore, .is the need to identify both the-similarities and
,

Abe 'differences- it has with teacher organizations found elsewhere.
While
many good componentSCorribe-found in the labor-management model, simply
adopting that model in _tote makes dealing with the'uniqueness-factor clumsy
at least; impossible at Most.
Because thejinderl in: uniqueness of the. atholit school `Ths found
in'the-ideal and racl
of
aith communjt .,"ever teachers' organfza-ion must be deli n d as to be an-intora --art of that CoMmUn t- offaith.
-"All those involved in a Catholic scheol--parents, pastors, teachers-, ads
ministrators', and Ttudents--must\earnestly desire to make 'it-a 'community -of
faith which is indeed living, conscious, and active" _(To -Teach As-Jesus
-Did, #106).
Like other agencies in the Oetholicsc400-', i75UferS' 6FijYnizations need faith communityas part Of :its own .Philetophy, Coneerns,=and
manner of operation. -Questions like -these should be answere
How is our
organization related to the school as -a community-of faith? -7-hat
?
contri=
butlons can we, as an integral component of the community of faith, -make
to the larger community of faith.whichis the school, the parish, the
diocese? How do we promote the good of. teachers as members of this community ef faith? Answers to these questions depend upon, specific circumstances, as will-the development of further needed question examining the
relationship of teacher organizations to the.concept and living of with
'

community.-

Because,"faith
"
is basitall
founded on "relationships"
(to _God and to each o
examination of relatientlps islfaniaanx
iM artance.
The schoo as a community of faith develops as relationships.
deve op.
The relationships of faculty and students, staff and parents,

local administrator and faculty, individual faculty members to each other,
school staff and diocesan office staffall'these are thebasis:on which
the school as a community of faith is formed andAeveloped.' A teachers''
organization, therefore, needs to (1) identify its relationships to others;
(2) listen,and'speak. to others who are part of. those relationships;:,()
work with others to agree on practical ways in which thoS6 relationshipsInight belived.
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I .would like briefly to-refer:62 a'recenteffort tn St. Louis in
which the teacberS, loCat ancraioCeSamoffiCe administrators andtne"
St.-Louis. ArthdiOcesan TeaChersAssoCiation (constituted July 1968) jointly developed a-W9 Believe-Statement9m the relationships we will try to
have with eabh:cither in-th6archdioCesanhiO schools. A Committee-of.
teachers, ShinistritorS,and SLATA representatives. worked a year in creat
ing thestitement.-.- Eac40f-theloarchdiocesan high schools has identified ,.
the "We
eseveral practical actions. whichvilibe -itsindividual responsto
The
Believe statement. Jhesewfil b -e eshared from school to schoOl.
dfficers of SLATA, and:the dioCesanoffice staff working with the high
sthOols, have also identifiedspecjfic actions which will be their response
as agencies to the "We fielieve" statement' They also wilLbe published to
The statement and its subsequent .pledges are no panacea, to
the schools.
be. sure, but they certainly give a positive mutual focus to the fundamentalJRTIOftEVICeof relationships among us.

sted Actions
The very first need of a.
teachers' organization=.1Sto identify its philosophy, goals and. objeCtives
Catholic-schobl. Only after
agencyjtlated to the unioueness of
wardS should it create or adopt_that spectfic model-of organization which
best gives the 'structural underpinning lo its previouSly developed rationale.
The-danger is' 6ne,of ittediateiy entering into atonsideration of_"models"
;

for teacher organizations withouthaving firltAdentified the ohilosophy,
goals and objectives by which the organization WiTrbe-guided.-

In ,recogn ti on of (the school as a faith crranunity ", teachers

who are
considerin -an-or'anization should consult. with other meMbertofTthe faith.
community.,-Whether or not to-have- an organization' and what typelt might
o0 re decisionS properly made -by-. teachelt.' Before those decisions, it is
Well td,talk.not Onlytd-teachers who are likely' to join the organization,
but also 66,teaChem who maVchoose,nottO join. Administrators, board
members 4 parents,- -members of the diocsan office:staff and -others might also
SuOi a process can-createan. atmoSphere which
be h'elpful:When consulted.
will"make the time it takes worthwhile.
.

.

at#dlic

drool

:thOuld re xaMine-their -hilosollyaglunipj&LIII2ilt:12fPit
The,NCEA proVided a fine service
s'us Did."
astoraI.-' o Teach As
toCatoliceducation-by pObliShn-q.AGiving Fort Tcytne-Vision," a guide by
,:which various agencies-in' Catholeducation could constructively evaluate
themselves i n light.of the-princtethe pastoral.,' An instrument-of
self-evaluation-for teaCherS' OrgaWations similar to-the,instruments in
bfShob

"Giving Form To The" Vision"

would-be

helpfUl
_

.

Promote trust. As unnecessary as saying this sounds, lt is imporItwould benaive not to think-there are a-handful of- rascals among
tant.
It would be uninformed not to
Catholic school teachers and administrators,.
believe that the. vast majority are dedicated men and women personally:com
mitted to giving their lives and talents to Catholic education. Promoting
environment for the-relationships spokerrof
a spirit' Of trust provides
preyiously,

DiocesarrSChoca offices are the a encies for hel pi n teachers and
everyovieelje in'the sCh-OOT'S communi of faith examine _the issues related.
to teacherdy-anizationt, formal and informal
a _iocesan-o ice s rU

people examine the .OrfFETFIgTdWETTRin..the previous- section of
this paper and, with teachersand administrators, identify other principles-applicable to local'needs. and situations. 4iocesan offices should support
the legitimate wishes of teachers.. -A- dieceS,an ffice-may be required in
conscience'to oppose- a particular- orgenizatienofjeathers because it.dtes
not-incorporate into its philosophy,. goals'and objectives the principles.
which flow .from the unique .tharaCter of the :Catilolic School.- That would.
surely be a rare-exception. And before it would arriVe:at its stance of
opposition,Jhe_officewould have to examine.itSelf'to see if-indeed ,it
had properly assisted eyeryotie in examining the issues in the first place.
The assumption is that-part of the role of the diocesan office is to workfor-the beachers-.

,

Summary
To_haVe. an organization is the teachers' decision-, as is the decision on what type ikshould be.
Not to- have an organization is -also the
teachers'- decision. A teacheW organization is a relative:gcsod, not anabsdlute good..
It is yelative tethe differing sets of-circumstances 'in
various,schoots and dioceses. Formal or informal,Andependent or affiliated,, all odr: teacher oi'ganiiations must be based:on thellniqueness of the
,Ca:tholic school, the concept of faith community, and the need to identify.
and uniquely develpp relationships in that community
We need -to proceed
thoughtfully andrcarefully,,not only because of our lac'k of experience, but
also because of the vagnitudd'of the values involved. Personally, the only.fear
have is-tf thatperSon who "seems to have all the answers about
teacher arganizatiOns in Catholic schools, especially at a' time when, as I
said before, we are still involved in the task of identifying some of the
fundamental questions,
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RELIGIOUS AND CATHOLIC TEACHER UNIONS.
John J. Augenstein

Introduction

From my reading of.newsarticies'and,other informational materialS,
t app ars as though the-:Diocese-Of YOungitown is either the only diocese`
orKh46of very few' which has -religious memberShip in a Catholic teachersL_
ganizationorea union. Our position was achieved by design - -not by acciunanswered questions.
d1 nt.- Such- a othsit on, howeVertilj poses`

For this symposium, four points under the heading,Religious.and.
Catholic Teacher Unions,.will_be addressed.. They are:'
Brief History of Teacher Organi-atien in the Diotese
Youngstown;
Ohio's Financial Agree

ReligioUsCommunities;

The Place of Religious in Catholic Teachers'Organization
in the Diocese of Youngstown;
Questions or Problems Posed by Religious Involvement in
Teacher OrganizationS,

L
Brief History of Teacher Organization
a the Diocese of Youn stown

=

In 1970, Bishop-Hughes, then Superintendent, gathered a number of
elected teachers from each of the six ditcesan high schools and encouraged
theM-to organize for the purpOSes of collective bargaining. His primary
purpose in such an act was to establish a poSitive relationship with
teachers in an organized-Setting because so often organizations are formed
as a result of problems and thus, begin and continue in a negative tone.
The group that ultimately emerged was,forMed on the basis of each
local building unit. The officers of each building unit gathered together
and formed the confederation whith then elected confederate officers
Ohe of Bishop Hughes' strong points to the organizing-group was that
there should be a place in.the organizationlor 'all components of the
teaching Christian community, namely, clergy, religidus, and lay. He realized that in negotiations, when lay teachers', salaries were the subject, it
would- not affect the other two groups. However, other concerns of teachers,
such as class size, preparation time,- etc., affected all'and he did not
want a division created by an organization. Thus, the confederation would
represent the lay teachers for their salary and benefits, but all teachers
for other areas of educational concern.
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Ohio's Financial Agreements with
Religious Communities
e-16 order to better understand the position \of religious with rela-,

tionship to teacher voanizations in .the Diocese of Youngstown, it is also
'necessary to know thefinandial agreements, particularly with-communities
of religious women in the six dioceses of Ohio.
In 1968,-a coegittee of the six diocesan r uperintendents and representative of-the Communities.-of women religious
-affing schools in Ohio,
met with the concurrence_of Ohio's bishopS.. The purpose of the committee
was to establish a Uniform stipend for religious teaching in Ohio and equal
fringe benefits, .principally, hospitalization_and major medical insurance.
coverage.
The committee's work that year was concluded with a- joint meeting

of all efOhio's.bishopS and the major superfors-orther representatiVes,of_
All communities teaching in Ohio. The bishops voted. at that meeting to
.accept the committee's_recemMendation on stipend and fringe benefits.
The
following. year a similft'committee met and discussed the superior's concern
for retirement and est4blisfied a uniform retirement amount per sister which
at that tiMe'was-$2007Per sister per year._ This money was to be paid by
the diocese or institution en.pai.,:jSh, directly to-the religious community
once each year. -Since that titre, the ameuntbaS increased to $500 per
sister per year.
The intent of 'that work Is to 'provide for the retirement
of the...active_religfous.--

The committee.participantS-.from 1968 to. 1974 as was noted were
diocesan superintendents and representatives of the religious communities'._
In 1975, the bishops and major superiors agreed to expand the Composition of
the committee. ,The new committe'now.has broader representation of the
religious communities; as well as representatives of the vicars for religious, directors of religious education, pastors, vicars for_finance,

The areas presently covered in the agreement include stipend,
hospitalization, major medical insurance,-retirement'for.presently actin
religious, transportation, housing,. and a plan to be worked on at each d
cese for past retirement.
The process required for each agreement is this: first, the bishops
and major superiors establish a committee, co-chaired by
the biShop
bishops
and one major-superior, the committee meets and works and then reports..
back to the bishops. The bishops acceptor reject the proposal--presuming
acceptance, the bishops inform their pastors and administrators--major
superiors inform other superiors. The_agreement is implemented. This entire process is accomplished under the auspices ofthe Catholic Conference
of Ohio, without whose initiative,support and cooperation it would not.have
been possible.

The Place of Religious in Catholic
Teachers' Organization in the
Diocese of Youngstown
Since its inception in 1970, religious have been members of the
secondary teachers' organization.
As was indicated earlier, the
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confederattonhad three.-parts--on: for clergy, one for reli=gious, and one.
The- positiOn of religious has been clearly enunciated in the
for lay.
basic. contracts between the,DioceSan Board.of Education anaDieCeSaK
,Confederation of-Secondary Teachers since-1973.
Such:d'ontract states;
"the DOceSan Bbard pf-EducatiOn!reCegniZes the Diocesan Confederation of
Secondary. Teachers as the-splePollecti\TLbargaining representative of all
cerrtified
in the-diocesan high schools for the purpose
of negotiations on matters of mutual concern including the base,salary
agreement for-the duratibn,of this agreement. The confederation shall not
be the bargaining agent for priests and religious .in the dioCesen-high
ExclUded from this agreement .in
schools with regard to their base salary.
its entirety are all administrators and supervisory personnel."- Although-.H
clergy an
religious were eligible for membership in the confederation,
not all choSeAo participate,
In the fall of 1975, high school. teachers voted to -affiliate with
Some religious and clergy c ntinue'tcrbe members of the confederation.
HOweyer,,a. Major hinderance to their membership now is the dues charged.,
Nevertheless, it has not been the position of the Diocese of Ychin4stown to
encourage or discourage clergy and religious from seeking membership in
the-teachers' organization.

AFT..

yeltloas111 Problems Posed by
Religious Involvement in
Teacher Or anizations
When -teachers organize and begin to bargain collectively, a normal
product is a written agreement, usually referred to as a basic contract.
PresUmingsuch'e contract is negotiated, hoW can such contract issues
apart from lay teachers' salary and fringebenefitsnet affect all teachersr
The Diocese of YoUngstown contract and others- whieh have been reviewed
cover such items as class size, personnel recerdS, preparation time, number
of preparations, ill-servicemeetings, clericalAuties,extra-curricular
duties and pay, absentee replacement among,others.':''If such..a. contract

-effectS only lay teachers, it would appear that the building adMinistretorisjob- is even more difficult because that-person'would have one set of
procedures for lay teachers and,a'Aifferent set for clergy and religious.
Religious and clergy may. not be satisfied with such an arrangement.
A question which must yet be resolved concerns-the- replacement of
a.lay teacher by areligious, because. of additional religious provided .by
the eommunity or an unparalleled replacement of a religious, for example:
a sister' in English is replaced by .a sister in social studies. Lay
teachers in organizations are concerned about job security.. Thus, a problem
is posed -for an administrator Who-had seven religious last year and sevenDoes the administratornot
this- year, but not in the same. teaching fields.
renew the contract of a:lay teacher? Refuse to accept a religiouS who is
create a new.-job for the
not an equal replacement-for the previous one?
new religious?
.

What involvement:if any does & union have in religious' assignments
or removals when religious are members of that union? Traditionally, there
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has been an arrangement .or agreement between the bishop or pastor and the
rPligidus.o '.mity relative to the presence of rePigiOus in a'particular
institution
e religiousrxommUnity assumes the responsibility of assign-.
merit of its members to -its various- missions.
What involveMent does a
union have with 0 religious member whoo=a-diocese-and/or,institution wish
to haveAmoved? Normally,. such action was taken.r.with the involvement of
the'coMmunity, the religious, and the dioceseor-institution. 1n-the same
vein, how does all of this assignement-and=removal affect religious who
are on.-open contract and. somewhat More;iNependentI- Continuing in that
same general areaswt6t-due prOcesS is provided for religious? If a
grievance procedure exists,- eJttierby board ofeducatiohattion-or-agree-mentinrthe baslc,contract,..howdoes- such:procedure:!affectreligious or
-

In ,another equally delicate-area, -what is the
religious'
or "'clergy during ateather study day or a strike? On April.
__1974, high'school-teachers in the Ofcitese of Youngstown' took as-tudy day.
ihe,diocese
.

informedthe religious.and'clergy through th4trOWn members Oftheissues
and indicated that 'each -reliqi6us or,ciergy Would have to make an'individual
decision conceriFnOifS/herpartitipatiOn or -nonparticipatlo-n=in -the,study
day.
Finally, in late AuguSt, -a new- partner became involved in the subject'of religiou$ and unions, namely, the National Labor Relations Board.
religious CoMminity has been ordered to be included in the collective
bargaining unit at D'Youville College, Buffalo, New Yorke Such wdecision'
wilLset_a precedent. forother,areasip the country and probably for eleThentary and secondary soht-p-ols as well.'

Conclusion

This paper.has addresSed,in.brief.Oree areas, namely, thejlistory
f teacher organ] ationS pf the Diece's Of Youngstown; financial agreements.
Jer-religio -1p,,Oilo; the place of religibUs-in teacher organizations ;. -and

arOa posed some of the questions and problems whfchConfront
administrators and teachers.-- As the schools progress through the next three
-to-five years, other questions and problems
Some of the
ones thatiiave been presented here will be resolved.
in the- four-

Religious and clergy are an integral part=of the total'School-staff.
It seems inconsistent that those persons would be guided by procedures and
regulations-di erent from the lay staff. The questions and prethiemS
posed by religious participation'in teacher organizations will be resolved
by intelligent far.Christians, be they administrators, teachers, superiors,.
or bishops working hrough them collectively.

LIFE STYLE AND t6t0t PROBLEMS
Brother Medard Shea, C.F.X..

After. considerable consideration't0 ering-a wide range of ideas
and concepts, I.qame to tbe:conc)usion that Lif'(!-Stylewas.to_encompass just'
What has developed .in this area in Catholic education over the past decade
or so and what it means today. Meaning a review of that topic from- thepoint of view-of changes in Catholic schoOls and what theymean to use ' Ten7
pre is a.bit trickier, since it has sinany meanings to so many people and
has been the target of-endless articles in educational circles in recent
Since this-talk is-. for our mutual benefit, I would aim to share exyearS.
periences in an tnforMal .exchange.
,

Just look at our Catholic 0100 s today as compared.. with'ten or more.

yearsago. From a system. of schools which was completely.religious oriented,
with more than 90% ofJp-teichers fram'religiOuS:communities, it has
changed to a system of education with more than -60% of its teaching staffmade up'oflay teachers. Whereas a few years ago much discusSion on ad-_.-miniStrative levels. was abdut the demise-,of Catholic schools; the present
trend is to consider strongly the survival of Catholic schools, Mainly because we haVebrought"parents into the picture and they want these schools

tocontinUe..
.

,

f

.

Up-to -the early sixties we .6d'a4attern of prinoipal-supert.rs,0.-

-chief adminiStrators of 'individual Catholic schools. The line of adminis4
-tration wasbased on the tl ditions-ard. patferns-of =religieusTdedication.
Where they existed; charter and boards of trustees were Made up entirelY:
;
of religious membership and:their-eperations'Were based on the educational
principlet of the religious community. -Boards of trustees were to all in-.
tents--and pprposes a mere fOrmality to satisfy state regulations,.

Todo,:brieflyalle positions of superior .and principal are mostly
However, jusk as the superior's_ role is much changed. in the;
separate
religiopt-life,to isrthe- role-of...the prinCi-oal in the school.. It has beCome .a.Rosition.of a-very demanding nature.. The ordinary paper work has
reached /Monumental prOportiOn as our schools have become more professional
on the one hand, and as state educational, agencies, plus federal agencies,
have put-more and more demands upon princiPaTs in school' operation.
s!come. about in staffing. It
The greatest change, however,
sharp losses in religious life have led to an roverwhelminggrowth- in lays
staffing in almost every' Catholic school. Ar601970.the number of lays
teachers surpassed the number of religious In catholic classrooms for the
first time.- This proportion is growing greater every year, both from the
dearth of vocations., the.retirement.of religious due to age, and the
seeking of other. Christian works outside the classroom.
r

.
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In the face of this
greatextent an',admil
--ligiou's7staffedschOol
.n.

g we are still facing
atilirPatternthat. is:still somewhat geared
The traditional- pattern:Of ,operdtion-of-many::,

gioUtorders -stilljnflUOnte-the-pattOrps-of-dak-;byday,adminjstration,
akholit schools.
In any cases, thiSit.:All:for tne.-best.--.-In.btners,
S close, to disastrous, as- administrators failto move up to the era of.Iay-oriented sthooL, There is an awareness -that change has taken place,-.

u:..habits (if I may Use that weird )'of decades' of religious

administration,

difficult to change.
As .an example of
staffing. pattern
pattern T-am familfar,With,'approxi=
y15 -percent- of the 5
or so. teachers-in both elementary and
._

ndarysthoolS,are'religi us teachersthe.remaining 65 percent are lay.
s.:-'Yet, well over 90 percent of -the school adminiStratorsarereli
NoW this is not a-oatastrOphic situation of necessity,' since these
trators are well eduCated,pOre-experiented,-.and have served -and
serving well in these SchoOis. There are simply -not enough qualified
lay- Rersonnol to take over these positions'atthiS,time,..lior are there Suffi,CIent opqningS for those lay teachefs who ,are qualified and capable.
But
these figures give us a stet:* indication. of the current flow of the future
of Catholic edutation.'

This overWhelming control by religious, administrators-applies as
we 1.to. diotes'an schools offices.,. Good lay administrators-are coming to
the fare onAhjs level,'bOt not in numbers. equal to lay_
on
our teaching. staffs.

Two thOughtscome tb mind here: One,. that the distinction between
lay and'rell9lodsteacher
nowhere as-sharp- as _it .used-tO'be,' and,that
both groups work. side by side ..alfilost indistinguishable-4Oartitularirmhere
dross no longerdiStinguJSIts' one from the other.
And two, changes in life
style of:many religious-communities with-personal selection. andindividual
contracting furthet blurs any great distinctions

.

The common-11-k we are striving for today is to be found in the pas-.
1, To Teach As:Jesus-1116 the turrent guideline of Catholic education.
In this pastoral can be found the way, if not the answer, to where we are
headed in Catholic 'education ih the faCe of the change in life styles, as
-far as teachers and schook-programs are concerned.
to

This is a'brief owerview of life styles in Catholic education today.
One area can be added--Catholit schools offices in each diocese. Not too
many years ago, most school Offices consisted of,R a 'superintendent and one
or tWO other employees and the operation .was of a very gener'al nature,
largely ceremonial. Today Cetholfc schools offices follow closely the
Pattern,'.if not the control, of their public school counterparts, with
large staffs., and grew_ leS1 of activity in all areas of education--much of
whicb was formerly h ndled by the individual religious communities. As an
example, the ,supervi ion of schools was_always handled by community supervisors.
To a 1-eat xtent this is the- 'process of change; as communities no
longer control individual schools, nor even have a majority of staff members.
The need for broader supervisoryoperattonswhich can be provided only

(
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through the direction of diobesan offices is becoming more evident every
day both for the,benefit of growth in Catholic education and for the
teachers themSelVes.
One more item on the change in life styles for religious today in
view of collective bargaining developments and the National Labor Relations
Board becoming involved vwith our schools. This is a current development
and is still a hot issue.
The basic issue is,whether or not religious can or should join a
I would first make the distinction that the
teacher organization (union).
religious staff members should have a vote as to whether or not the school
-staff joins a union, since a union will call the shots for the entire
staff directly through its control of all lay staff operations. Since religioustaffers are becoming fewer and fewer in number, their clout will also
lessen, making it all ,the more important that they have a say in what is
going to happen to the school in which they are teaching.
Second, I would give the religious staff the right to join or not
to join a union, just as lay staffers can, at least for now. First, the
right to vote as to a union; second, the right to join or not.
This is a change in my thinking as I see religious brought into
hearings and court by unions as fully responsible people, but denied the,
fundamental right to vote as to whether or not they (religious)shall be
part of a union-dominated operation.

also question the rights of the NLRB or courts to use the cleriI
cal life-style as grounds for denying them equal rights with lay teachers
It seems to me
who carry out the same functions in the school operation.
that the right to choose a life-style, to -take certain vows, and so forth,
is no more the business of the court than the private married or unmarried
With Human Rights Commissions setting all
life-style of lay teachers.
kinds of ground rules, religious personnel should have rights of privacy
also.

also see a possible conflict in the role of the religious in
I
union membership, since union leadership has such complete control that a
I find the dedication of union
conflict of interest might surely arise.
leadership as strong as, even stronger, than their religious commitment, in
fact, a form of very strong commitment, almost religious in nature.
From this position I might now move to more of the lay life-style
problem that can and does exist in Catholic schools today, with some indications as to how they can be handled_ Let me combine this issue with my
discussion of tenure problems.
To work my way from the previous rundown on life style-'-mostly of
First,
religious--to the area of tenure is quite a trick, but I'll try it.
is
as
One
definition
which
is
as
good
as
a
dozen
others
what is tenure?
properly
quali"'Tenure
is
the
assurance
given
teachers
who
are
follows:
fied and certified that their continuing contract of employment shall remain
in effect so long as their service remains satisfactory and.that there will
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be a proper procedure followed in a'l cases before a tenured teacher may be
discharged."
Please note the emphasis on "discharge." Thisjs the nub of tenure
in all forms and definitions- -job security. Among many lay teachers there
still remains a fear that religious administrators, particularly when they
are changed frequentlj, mill have no regard for their years of service and
will haphazardly discharge them without just cause and proper procedure.

A particular issue that stems from thisis the issue of the
Catholicity of Catholic schools teachers as related to their life style.
Obviously, we do not have the staff of dedicated Catholic women -- pillars

of the Rosary Societywho served so generously years ago--as the bulk of
current lay staffs.
Novi, the majority of younger lay staffers are.dedi7
cated, we hope, well educated and very much of the current era. in life
style .Y In dress, manners,.and attitude
they differ from the former mold.

In some cases they present a threat to older established (ment)
In turn, the teachers feel threatened and seek job Security,
In
particularly in the current, glutted teacher market.

.principals.
rincioals.

Problems of life style such as, abortions,.divorce, bad marriages,
and like more problems close serious concern as to just how they can be
handled. Some teachers are admitted agnostics.
The question is just what
action can and should be taken when there is pj121i, knowT)violation of the
laws of the Church and there are written requirements to abide by these laws
in the contr4ct agreement, Parental pressures for prompt, firm action can
be-very strong on these religious issues_.
The key words, are public actions
and written requirements.
So much for that issue. Tenure protection really means job securiAs a policy it is under fire in public school systems by school boards,
While it is most dear to teacher unions.
ty.

n a sense, good, teachers couldn't care less about tenure.
It is
the poor, incompetent teacher who is. most protected by tenure. And this
situation is the nub of an administrator's problem. How to conform to
tenure requirements for the teacher, while protecting the.proper education
of the student.

Fundamentally, there is an absolute need for good personnel practices in regard to tenure, due process, and grievance procedure. These
are the main elements in tenure problems. when they arise.
This is a broad area- --personnel practices.
Tenure is just one,
importantLfacet of the whole. If there is one word and practice I would
stress in personnel practices regarding any teacher, whether or not tenure
ei
it is "put it in writing."

First, develop a set of personnel practices with stress on the
tevtier's, not the administrator's point of viaw
Give these to the
teachers in writing, in printing, engraved in stone! Then, follow these
practices.

.
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Second, put supervisory, evaluation no es warnings., nd recommenSummarize important conversations with a teacher
dations in writing.
whether of praise or correction.
It is a fact of life that no teacher will ever adnit being properly
nonrenewed or terminated. However, good documentation and due process are
positive safeguards for every administrator.
If there is_ none or insUfficiewtdocaentation, there are insuffiThe saddest words I ever hear are those of
cient grounds for termination.
a principal sayilg, "1 warned the teacher a half dozen times to improve or
Great, but then comes the killing follow-up statement,
be terminated. "'
didn't
think
it necessary to put these warnings in writing.
"No, I
.Welcome back, Kotter!
As a final note, I would say that whenorCatholic schools still treat
leachers in the 19th century mold, maybe teacher unions are the only answer.
On the other hand, the answer is simply that Catholic school administrators
have to be leaders in the field of social justice, in an enlightened effort
to treat teachers as ca.-workers in the enormous task of Catholic education.
The disastrous errorsand mistakes made in the name of charity and social
Justice, and yea, even righteousness in some Catholic schools', cry for
resolution.

LIFE STYLES IN UNIONIZED CATHOLIC SCHOOLS
Brother Mat hew Burke, C.F.X,

In a 1974 National Catholic Educational Association publication,

tigicIl2nrltas.211121jslq110A, the author of one of the articles des-cribed what today may Well be considered by many to be a classic understatement, namely, that the establishment of teacher unions in a school,
parish or diocese creates a whole new world. in Catholic schooling.
For
those who must treat with unions as bargaining agents for teaching faculties, a'new ,world has indeed been created, and one which, among other
things, has radically altered Catholic school life styles, particularly as
these relate to and have a bearing on the working relationships within
Catholic schools_ What is needed at this time is a critical evaluation of
the nature and extent of the impact of unionism on the life styles in
Catholic schoOls, especially at a point in time when pastoral concerns
that the Catholic schools become genuine communities of faith are so pronounced.

Candor suggests an i itial admiss on that a negative _bias- has
colored this particular treatment of the effects of unionism On-the life
styles in Catholic schoolS. IA lack of objectivity.is based on eight years
of administrative exper4(7.nce in dealing-with the results of teacher organizations that ran the gamut from a professional association to the very
best trade-unionism the American Federation of Teachers has had to offer.

As part of a multi - school mit within a diocesan structure, the
school in question at one timeb.aste proudly of the existence of a concerned, mutually trNsting school comr%mity;.. where teacher concerns, both
religious and lay, were successful4 considered within the framework of
professional association organizations. With the advent of the choice of
A.F.T, affiliation to replace the'inhouse associations and the many un-'pleasant events that occurred since that time, my most recent and vivid
recollections of this same school .(as others within the system). have been
.those of a school hopelessly divided. perhaps irreparably the result' of
a devastating teacher strike and an equally devastating aftermath. While
not suggesting any universal apOlicability'to all Catholic schools and
school systems, it is hoped that a discussion of what had --occurred in, one
4chool system:may provide a caution if not a direction that other Catholic
schools may consider pursuing as they approach the topic of teacher bargaining processes under union auspices and the effect these processes may
have on the life style within Catholic schools.

schools,
from the
"workers
Catholic
Catholic

In reviewing briefly the initial presence of unionism in Catholic
it can be said that a great deal of the impetus for growth came
Catholic schools themselves.
Cognizant of papal exhortations that
have a right to organize if they saw the need t do so," some
schools assumed a posture historically characteristic of the
Church: to demonstrate a genuine concern for the protection
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of the worker through-self-determined organizational choices, if such be
deemed necessary. Whether- or not the teacher. organizations that have
emerged,and the practices they have'engaged in truly "promote a Christianorder in the world of the worker," especially in terms of conditions exist-ent in some schools forced to deal with union-affiliated collective-bargaining units, is'a question well worth, considering.. It isTerhaps possible
that an overly zealous promotion of teacher unionism, particularly of the
trade-union type, has distracted schools and school systems from ,providing
an equally zealous concern that this growth consistently reflect the philosophical aims and objectives of the Christian school community. :It is fur
ther possible that-a greater effort be expended in the development of a1-'.
ternative structures of faculty representation tha:- weludes all members,of
iniqueness as well:
a teaching faculty and more realistically reflects
as the limitations of the Catholic school systems.
What must be recognized is that unionized collective bargaining
which assumes the proportions of the labor - management, model of industry
In such cases, an atmosphere is
is, by nature, an adversative process.
.created wherein various segments of the school population become inevitably
pitted against each other in an attempt to make gains in or control aspetts of the school contract. Often the settlement of a contract within
such a competitive situation becomeS nothing more than a temporary list of
concessions, a.phased withdrawal, so to speak, by school administrators
from the field of contention. The ultimate goal of the union through these
processes begins to become-unmistakably clear: the greatest control of
the schools as possible through the contract with seemingly little concernabout the long-range effetts on-the school or the union's own accountability in such eventualities.
Negotiating processes of this nature make tremendous emotional demands oh the participants.- Many of the union participants anxious to maintain control over the teaching,units through attractive contract gains
appear at times to be prepared to abandon any loyal attachments to a- partitular ,school and to jeopardize the school's very existence should such be
'necessary to achieve a series of goals assumed to be in the Interests of
the teachers so repreSented.,. There is little doubt that the time has
passed when laymen are reluctant to display,whatever militancy is necessary,
In some school
and then some, in order to articulate dissatisfaction.
Systems local union leaders can readily be described as quite comfortable
in dealing acrimoniously with representatives of institutional Church.Oftenthe products of Catholic school systems, in some cases former priests,
religious and seminarians, these-union negotiators frequently_ manifest
overt hostilities toward representatiVes of the Church suggestive of a deeprooted moral and religious alienationHthat goes well beyond any contract
dispute and seems to rival even the most abrasive union-public school
Board of Education confrontations.
Taken as settlements within the context of adversative negotiations,
it should not be surprising that resultant changes in tenure and life style
might well go beyond what is considered in the best interest of schOols
dedicated to the development of a genuine faith community. A brief review
of possible changes may add some substance to this concern:
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InAbneral, it can be said that most contract settlements result
,in provisions that alter tenure and life style aspectS of the school, ,usually to the advantage, of the faculties-represented by the local union.
In
.most cases, the members of religious orders staffing these schools are 6X.cluded, at least officially, from.the deCision-making proCess, though
these religiOus must work under the same conditions of employment'aS the
lay teacher.
ConsideredAy some as special wards of Holy Mother Chut4b,,
the teaching religious are left the option of settling for the union
successes, maintaining profiles of silent 'acceptance, or organizing themselves for contract advantages.
That this policy of exclusion of religious
teachers from membership and participation in local- faculty organization,
if this is desired, may well constitute a violation of equal protection of
the law.because of religious views ar life styles is of no concern-to some
such., as the Amertcan ,kderation of Teachers,

.

In dealing with local. unfons, administrators must be prepared to
accept the fact that anything in the life of the school is potentially.a
negotiable item: While salary and. fringe benefits have formerly been a
major preoccupation, the realization On the part of some union negotiators
that unlimited financial resources in diocesan coffers is no longer a tenable belief has led to pronounced incursions into the areas of governance
and administrative practices with the good of the school or school system
not necessarily uppermost in mindS. Before too long, what becomes apparent
is the need for the union simply to maintain a powerful, albeit, overbalanced
influence in the administration of fhe school. The end result, unfortunately, can be the nurturing of an atmosphere of formality, bereft of any
acceptable degree of spontaneity, where a rule seems to exist for every possible contingency.

Union forays into the administrative practices of the school frequently take on the form ofumbrella provisiOns affecting the working conditions in a school,
Such working condition successes tend to seek the
establishment of clear-cut. 'absolutes.in. a variety of areas such as, class,
size, the number of class preparations; regulations for free time, teaching
and administrative periods, attendance at faculty meetings and parent
meetings, extracurricular involvements and stipends, teacher substitutions,
_

and the formulation of theyearly calendar, especially insofaras calendar
Oates affect the limits of the school year and the selection of school
holidays.
As a legal document, alterations in cont
,provisions, regardiess of the circumstances, can and most frequentlYdb betome the subJect of:grievahce procedures, a process as costly in time as in money.
As administrators, it is not difficult to foresee that such :a bureaucratic,
formalized approach to the handling of aspects of school life that demand
a certain degree offlwiibility would produce damaging results to the
school.. Yet some life style alterations have occurred in some of the
unionized Catholic schools.
Although working conditions can and do become the subjects of
established grievance procedureS, administrators familiar with,union operations are more conversant with the top priority unions apply to the area
of teacher dismissals and terminations. Once a union bas become firmly
entrenched in a school, teacher dismissals and terminations, even involving those not covered. by tenure provisions, become the subjects of

-
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intense union Scrutiny.-J -e often than not.,
teacher has been wrongly-treated by managemen
decision was unwarranted and capricious,

be presumption is that the
and that the administrative

That teachers have, in he past'andin many respects, been rather
shabbily treated especially in terml.of their professional rights in questions of diSmisSal and terminatiori,;cannot be overlooked. Under existing
formalities seemingly designed to protect all teachers, the productive as
well as /the incompetent, it has become next to impossible to document, to
the union's satisfaction, a case in favor of dismissal when' just cause must
iii of lihmorality, incompetence 0 insubordinaencompass the precise definition
don.- How,:for instance, can "incompetence" be defined whereby both union
and manageeent can agree, so ps to obviate a drawn-out grievance procedure?
How can administrators deal with teachers who very subtly but effectively
undermine the Christian atmosphere prescriptions of the school, but whose
actions consistently escape that final arbiter of all disputes - -the
teacher,file? How can a termination or dismissal case be sensibly processed when even the most serious-professional shortcomings are intentionally-misconstrued by the teacher, the union leaders- and the National Lkor
RelationsBoard'as an anti-union bias? Haw are Catholic schools to maintain control over the reTigious -education inthe. school when incompetent
and unorthodox teachers of rettgion can be reinstated by N.L.R -B. fiat because of some alleged violation of union rights?
,

Gains in adversative, collective bargaining_ have, in many instances,
generated patterns of life style that seem tp run counter to the prevailing mood among Catholic educators serious about the recOnStrUction,Of
Catholic schools in conformity with the spirit of the bishops,' pastoraIS
bureauThe patternt that appear developing view the standardization
cratization of policies as the proper mechanism for guaranteeing. the
protection of the rights of individual groups of teachers. Where a bureaucracy-is strengthened, spontaneity and generousity in working relationships is diminished. Within this bureautratic setting, the weak, the
unenthusiastic, the laZy as well as the most productive of,teachers are
assured of equal protection provided, of course, that union membership.
and active-support for the union continues to perdure.

With respect to the spirit of dedication and mutual support that
/--are a4icipated to characterize a truly Christian school, there is in,
Creasing concern that collective .bargaining under union auspices, if left
unrestrained, will encourage a- 'decline'in dedication and in the spirit of
contributed services and a diminution -in the spirit Of voluntarism,'
,generousity and mutual trust between faculties and school administrations.
.Present day developments lead one to believe that it is no mere fantasy
to speculate that demonstrations of dedication and hard work beyond what
is absolutely stipulated hi contract provisions may eventually come to be
viewed as a threat to union control and-to the conformity demanded of all
loyal -union meMbers.

As a consequence, dniinistrators in unionized schools may be faced
with the added burden of administering schools where-a loSs of respect,
both personal and professional, creates an atmosphere conducive to the
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pursUit

f "causes" and instanees of persecution visa -vis school administraFailure of the union to realize goals energetically promoted among
faculties often serves as a weapon to justify and encourage fUrther antagonism toward the administration and school governors.
Such'a contentious
atmosphere adversely affects the Christian life styles of a school and
invariably becomes sources of scandal to both parents and students. Further, the humanization of the school based drj- mutual trust, concern and
support, under these circumstances, becomes an exercise in futility: the i
-pconsitencies and contradictions involved
are too apparent to be overtors,

:'oinked

In schools where teacher strikes are successfully concluded (all
union strikes seem to conclude successfully), life styles, in terms,of relationships almost invariably take a. turn for the worst
Faculty members,
formerly of more moderate propensities with respect to contract expectations
that consider the good of the scJiool and school system as well as the
unionized' teacher, become increasingly more militant. Local union leaders
tend to harden in their militancy, prefering to handle any dealings with
the school administration in only the most formalized and legalistic of
fashions.
Members of the faculty who may have, in conscience, not supported
a strike effort become the targets of intense reprisals, intense disdain.
and even hatred.
In addition, union outsiders, unknown and unaccountable
to the school or its well being, often unappreciative of its spirit, and
even philosophically hostile to its continued existence, begin to acquire
influence over the destiny of the school.
This treatment of life styles in-unionized Catholic-schools has
intentionally been a negative and pessimistic one.
Indeed, objectivity becomes next to impossible after having- experienced the working of one particular union under what may be worst-of circumstances. Dialogue would be
welcomed from any representative,of any school or school system who, after
dealing with a union in the fermulation of contracts and after'having suffered the disastrous effects:-of a teacher strike can view such experiences
and the consequent effects on life style working relationships as health
inducements to the furtherance of Christian community in Catholic schools.
The indisputable right of teachers to organize has undoubtedly resulted In the recognition of the lay teachers in Catholic schools as important partners in the life,of these 5chools.
While these teacher grouks
have contributed significantly to'the removal of previodsly existing inequities, perhaps it is a
pursuitto study and ascertain to what
extent other injustices have emerged as a result of contract settlements'
..ttcontinue to favor the demands of one segment of-the SchOol- population
to the exclusion of others. It has been suggested that support be given
to the promotion of more collegial structures of organization that take
into account the needs of the entire school population and the exigencies
of local schools.
If Catholic schools are as unique as they claim to be,
then unique solutions-must be found and implemented that will properly
handle the. legitimate concerns,of the entire faculty through an ongoing_g
review of 'the decision-making processes affecting. school policies- and
:practices,
The establishment of a genuine Christian community and the
development of lifestyles-proper and peculiar to.Catholic schools cannot
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be effectively handled if the only legitimate means chosen for the pre-

senting of a realistic and accurate picture of teacher concerns is that
of the classical, trade-union, adversative type if teacher organization-.
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FAITH.COMMUNITY EFFECTS'

John T. Cicco

A Community of Faith is a, concept which has a special importance
and relevance to the Church.
In my Opinion, this Community of Faith means
that a group of people who have a common faith are working toward a common
goal.

-- The faith consists of the religious teachings of the Church. The
goal in this Community of Faith is spreading knowledge of these truths in
the life of man as it is illuminated by this faith.

One of the primary purposes of a Catholic school is to promote this
Community of Faith, whereby everyone who is involved in the school has a
common goal, common purpose, and a common faith.
This means that everyone involved--pastors, school administratOr$,
teachers, and students must work together in a common bond toward a common
objective.
This provides a whole community of life which is developed in
this context of people working together to help each other.
Since one of the objectives of a Catholic school is to develop this
Community of Faith, I suggest we look at the -structure. of a Catholic school.
The school is operated with minimal tuition and the voluZtary donations' of
people in the faith community.
It is very important that tuition te kept
at a minimum'.
These schools were primarily instituted to teach all Catholic
children.whose parents believe that religion cannot be divorced from the
education process.
Therefore, the students of these schools are of diverse
economic backgrounds, which means that we must provide. for the attendance
of poor children.
To do otherwise would create a.school system which could
serve only upper middle class and affluent people,
Obviously, this was not
theobjectiveiyf the Church when Catholic schools were instituted.
The one element necessary to op4rate schools with this background
and with these objectives is sacrifice.
This sacrifice-has been 'evident
from the vereption of Catholic schools. The sacrifice of religious,
lay
parents, anoftthe general Catholic community has made it !Dos'sible to continue Catholic schools to date.
TeaChing in these schools, then;
Asa,definite spiritual apostolate.
In order to alleviate the financial situation in CatholiC schoo
leade'rs of the Church and the Catholic school system have tried desperately
for years to obtain some form of subSidy from the state and federal gover
ments for the academic portion of the school program. I need not waste
time here today to remind you of the results of those efforts. Neverthe-,
less, state, federal_ subsidies or not, the real need for theSe schools has
not changed. Perhaps they are needed more today than ever before. I think
many people will agree that one ofthe ills of today's society is a
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development of a philosophy of secularism and materialism. Therefore, he
continuance of Catholic schools is essential to the Cathlic Church and, in
fact, the entire community, if proper values are ta be retained.
The reason unions wer
nstituted was that wage earners, bread
winners, would obtain humane working conditions, and also that the
workers would receive a fair wage,
In most instances, unions dealing with
business and industry base laeir wage demands on the profit or loss of
that particular business or industry. Obviously, there is no profit in
operating schools. -Al} increased costs, for the-mast part, are being met.
today by increased tuition.
This increased tuition denies many children
the opportunity to attend Catholic schools.
Secular -jalues are eMphasized
and must be emphasized in any union.
In a faith community, secular values
are secondary to the goals of that 'Community of Faith. Labor unions, because of the influence of the parent union which is, in most instances, a
distance away from the local situation, very often fail to recognize the
local orolglps.
This affects the goals and objectives of the labor union.
For example, there- are instances where labor unions,have tried to dilute the
-authority of the Ordinary.
In my opinion, the Ordinary, as the prime
teacher in any diocese, must be closely involved and associated with the
schools in that diocese.
He cannot be written out by a labor agreement or
union contract.
ttj

.

Since labor unions. are accustomed to dealing with business and industry where even. though -there are separate plants, the profit and loss
statement apilies to the -company or the corporation, they presuppose that
they can deal with an entire diocese as a barWning unit. Those of us
associated with the structure of the Catholic (Church realize that each and
every parish is an integral part in itself.
As such,- most parishes must
be self-sufficient.
We also know that the financiJ resources of parishes
vary.
Some are in debt.
Some are just.maki-ng it. Some have a reserve.
This variance of resources_makes bargaining :for a common diocese wage scale
almost
''fie
scale decided upon mightte less than some
parishes are able to'pay. 'By the Same token, the wage scale may be
entirely too'high for other parishes to pay and _still remain in-existence.

Another aspect of the labor union in the Catholic school situation
is conflict of interest. The majority-of members of the two leading
teachers' unions, the AFT.and,the NEA, are public school teachers. Both
of these organizations-have displayed a concern for the public school
teachers, even to the extent that they have opposed aid to nonpublic schools.
The NEA has consistently opposed any forM of aid to nonpublic schools. The
president of the AFT recently joined other organizations contesting the par,ticipation of'nonpUblic school children in Title I of ESEA. I cannot feel
that a group of people in a Community of Faith, as mentioned previously,
would be comfortable and compatible with another group of people associated
with organizations that have directly opposed aid to nonpublic schools.
Of course,.the usual response of Unions to thiS-problem is that the Catholic
local is'fighting for aicrto nonpublic schaols.
This could be true. However, it is difficult to receive an answer from the local concerning the
percentage of dues which goes to the parent union and which is used to
help oppose aid to nonpublic schools.
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Therefor e, because of variances in objective and philosophies
do not think labor unions are consistent with a Community of Faith-as I
understand ist,
I
do no wish to leave any impression that laborunions are not-,
good and are neo0 arY'in business and industry. This is not to say. that
Itoppose the exIstence of labor unions and that J do not recogniie what
they have done for the wage earner in today's. society. .however, I am.
//convinced that the structured jabor union should not consider the Catholic
/ school system a fertile fiChf of recruitment.
If Catholic schools are ton
sidered to be in the same situation as business and industry by the labor
unions, I. can predict two results.
One, the closing of many-Catholicschbois and those which remain to be schools, for the el i e.
,

How

I do think the Catholic schools have- certain responsibili7
to their lay teachers.
First, I am presuming that a
will provide for ideal working conditidns--working
a friendly C.
atmosphere,. input froreteachers on local decisions,
providing proper -rihge- benefits, recognition of seniority, opportunity for
due process, and as much financial remuneration as the local parish can

ties and O.
Community of

,

afford.

While
t accept a partnership of theCommunity of Faith and
unionism, I do breve that each school could have a local teacher association.
As a matter of fact, back in 1960, the Diocese of Pittsburgh estbjlished an association of secondary lay teachers. The goals and objectives
and the philosophy' Of this association were in accordance with the goals
and objectives awl philosophies of Catholic schools.' However, these
associations have been'branded by the teachers' unions as "sweetheart
contracts," qhichemphasizes the noncompatibility of unions and a Community

of Faith.

I alsa believe that it is
0 responsibility of bishops, school
superintendents
ors, principals, and.. all those associated. with the
administration of Catholic schools to be hpnest and -forthright about our
status-:.
By Ghat I mean:tha-t-prospectiveteachers should be well-informed. o
our financial limitations.
I
really believe that only those teachers who
haye limited financial responsibilities can afford to work in our schools.
Therefore,' our recrui.tmentshould be directed toward those people who
wish to do something for the Church and ye finandially able to do so.
I
think it foolhardy to believe thatva person- supporting
family could
afford. to 'work in our schools or should work in our schools.
I further believe that an open admission of this fact and an understanding with those
people who can and wish to work in our schools
acceptable.
I would compAre this type of. retruitment of young men and women for the religious life.
These would be lay people who do not wish to make a life time-commitment,
but do feel that they have. some obligation to their Church and are looking
for an opportunity to fulfill that obligation.

_I suggest we seriously consider deleting the word "wages" from our
terminology and 4e same other term, such as, "stipend."
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In order to assist the development of teacher organizations and
us
at the same time reinforce a Community of Faith, I believe we should Se
I have been told,
ly consider getting people of the Church involved.
and I believe that the laity is an important segment of the structure of
In our diocese, it has been mandated that each parish have an
the Church.
This council haS been aceepted,as the-official
elected parish council.
I believe
group to adviSe the pastor.on all matters concerning the parish.
an action of this type is a giant step fomaard by the Church. It not only
provides an opportunity for lay inVolvement and decision making in a
parish, it is also a 'tremendous vehicle to demonstrate the actions of a
faith community.
Therefore, I am going to suggest what I believe should be done to
To cope with the variance
improve labor relations on the elementary level.
of resources available in parishes, and since the people being served should
be involved, negotiations should be at the parish level. Then a vitally
important group, hardly mentioned at this seennareeparentscould become
more intimately involved.

I have come to the conclusion that the parish is where the action
is.. The parish is the employer. All loyalties, commitment, and commu ity
I have not detected any loyalty to a diocese.
are at the parish level.
Does this concept negate a Catholie Schools Office? No, I believe
it would be a more honest approach to our real structure. At least, it
I submit that in many dioceses we have a
is the structure of our diocese.
I can live with that concept%
system of schools instead of a school system.
As a matter of fact, in the Pittsburgh Dioceses every teacher is hired and
fired locally on both the elementary and secondaey levels: I, for one,.do
not believe that teachers should be assigned to schools from.a central headIt would assn
TheSchools Office would stilltbe necessary.
quarters.
the Ordinary that state piiKational mandates are being met.' It would proIt went, d coordinate govechment pro-,
vide teacher. and principal training.
educational
philosophy of the Ordinary
grams, and it would implement the
throughout the schools.
.

If my suggestion ever becomes reality) this faith communityleft
of the parish--pastor--school administratorsteachers and parents could
accomplish and achieve a faith community almost immediately if it does not
think it does exist in many instances. To develop this
I
already exist.
community beyond the parish takes time, and we may not have much time
I agree that
In conclusion, permit me to summarize my position.
teacher's have a right to organize and choose, Vie type of organization they
I'm apprehensive about the high tuition,on the
want to represent them.
secondary level. We must make, at least, elementary education ayailable
to all children--to do less would negate the reason for Catholic schools,

,I do not think a community of faith is compatible with either APT
a state affiliate of NEA because of the uniqueness of the Catholic Scho
hink that the laity, especially the parents, must be more intimately invol ved in the faith community. 1 believe a faith community either exists or

asi ly- establ ished
the parish level:: Finally-, I,think,it time
that the basic structured unit bf 'the Churth is tte parih- and
that w

teacher-

should extend the

perishes the opportunity to negotiate with their
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LECTIVE BARGAINING AND THE COMMUNITY
OF FAITH IN CATHOLIC SCHOOLS

Anthony M. Creswell

Is
The purpbse of these remarks is to discuss the question -:
collectiye bargaining compatible with a communitypf faith. in Catholic
school§2- I 'will examine that question-from different perspectives, break
it down` into components, and deal with the main issues which arise. It is
__necessary to examine that question carefully; to-turn it, so to speak, and
that
Just phrasing the questions
look at it.from different directions.
schools'.
way reflects some of the previous rhetoric-about unions in Catholi
Much -ofthat rhetoric has been anti-Union in tone and Can-interfere with a_careful analysis. It is, for example, just as important to ask the other
Is paternalistic or autocratic administration comhalf of the question:
If we agree that
patible with a,-community of faith in Catholic schools'?
paternalism and autocratic. controls are not compatible with the faith community, it could be that collective bargaining is a way to move away from
that pattern of administration.

Having asked the question, I will arue for an answer; I will argue
that collective bargaining is not only compatible with the.Concept=offaith
community, but may in fact bp necessary.. That argument restsal three
First, a. community of faith requires some mechanism for Procedural
points.
justice, that is, away to make fair decisions. aboutthe.distribution
of benefits in thepommunity. Second, collective bargaining-appears to be
the best means we now have for setting just wages and working conditions in
That is, collective bargainino.can be a means -0f-pro--many work settings.
cedural justice for workers in Catholic Schools. Third, collective bargaining does produce dangers for the faith community. That is, there are
abuses, there are misunderstandings there are unnecessary hostilities and
errors in fact and in judgmentinvolved in collective bargaining. But theSe
can be avoided or minimized. On.balance, those dangers are less than the
dangers of many of the alternatives that either have been discussed here or
that one might think'ofas alternatives.
So let me then proceed with some-assumptions about collective barFirst of all, I view it as a mixed political and economic
phenbmenqn.. It is not strictly economic, particularly in nonprofit organiIt is- not accurate to characterize wage determina.tion as strictly
zations.
an economic process. ,Gut this is- not just true of Catholic schools; this
a public school, municipal government, or
is trueof any public agency:
the post office department. fhe fundamental dynamic of the bargaining relationship is.a matter of power, the relative'power of the two parties.
The extent to which one party or the other exercises control depends on the
specifics of the local situation and the development-of the relationship
over time.' This power is best expressed, I think, in terms of costs, not
costs in strictly dollar terms, but rather the costs of agreeing versus the
.So that at any particular point in a labor relationship
cust.of disagreeing
gaining.

t,,
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the party that can 'agree- at- the Tower cost is likely to be more agreeable.-

Wheracosts of agreement.get higher, that is to say, where costs to the
administration or costs -.to the workers get higher, then there's likely to..=
be more disagreement.
But that's the nature Of the relationship.
It
can't-be entered into withoUt recognizing that it is a question of power.,
As.such, it is not necessarily incompatible with a community of faith; I'll
elaborate on that point later.
Secondly, the conflict
se is not a pathology.
It is an unavoid--:
able and often necessary'comwOnent of human associations. There are
ferent kinds of conflict, hoWlver, some of which are unnecessary. There _is
also realconflict where real differences,of values, differences- of objectives,and differences of opinion about the most appropriate means toward
objectives which already east. 'Feelings of warmth, of sharing in common
religious:principles,:or all_the other components of community faith-that
have been mentioned as we've gone-along, don't remove those conflicts
completely.
The third assumpti=on is that, except in the most general and I would
`argue the least useful terms, there.;' S no such thing- as an industrial model.
of labor relations. Although thatterM has.been bandied about qUite often,

I don't believe there is such aihing. There is, in fact, enormous variety
in the-way workers and managers relate to each other in industry and in
other kinds of organizations; To _say that-there is such a thing as an
"industrial model" with Certain uniform characteristics is simplistic and
misleading.
There,aresome places, some industries under the NLRB where
there is nothing but the most cordial and friendly cooperative working
relationship between labor and Management.,
Now let me begin the argument by looking at the sources of conflictin school operation.
If I say conflict is-ot-pathological, if it is a
necessary and unavoidable part of:operating a School ,system, be it Catholic

obviously.

- Catholic_,
or non
non-Catholic,
where does this conflict come fro10,The first and most.

obvious source
scarce .resources.' There'sliever enough to go around,
But where are the issues on the question of scarce resources?
One critical issue is the 'relative proportions of labor and capital in the
budget. That is to say, how much of the- budget -goes for salaries. and how
much goes to other things besides salaries, buildings, supplieS, and so
forth? Now let me ask you: Where in the literature of education or theteachings of the Church is there a standard by which one can determine what
the proper or optimum mix of labor and capital is in the school ,systemi
Where's that standard? I don't know of any. .I have never seen one.
If
there is one somewhere, .1 would dearly-like to find. it .T'helieve.that
none exists- nor is one likely to. Therefore, i f no Such standard exists,
then how are differenCes of-opinions on the proper mix.of 'abbr and capital
to -be resolved?
In the absence of vstandard, there is no absolute number
to look to for judgment. _But somehow the questions must be answered.
They're fundamental
the:labor relationship.

There's another part of the resource allocatiOn question, one that
has,come up .several times today: WhatJs the proper mix of Churth

expenditures on education versus the other missions of the Church-hoSpitals,
Where is the standard tn the teachings of the

direct aid to the poor,. etc.

;
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Church, or anywhere else for that matter, that tells what the proper:mix'
those expenditures -should-be?' Is that written down somewhere, is there
a'handboek or table? No, I don't think there is, nor is there likely to be.
So -there are two fundamentally important questiOns for which I would-argue
no substantive standard exists for making decisions.
So-Tet us go on to some other sources of conflict. There is a divergence of'interest, inevitably-and naturally, in an organization where
there are:the-se hierarditcal distinctions between workers and administraof
This is true in the Catholic schools as well as -other
tors.
organizations. .We've talked about the community_ of faith as the podeLfor
In the little bit of Theplogy that I readYI find .that there
the ChUrch.
are alternative models of the Church.- .There are 'alternative ecclesiolegies;
The Church as an
the Church as community of faith is only one of them.
institution is another one;.the Church as sacrament, the Church as servant,
G04 are all dealt within.sote of -the current literathe Church as People
I.don't find a casefor any one.Of these models to be the dominant
ture.one or the only one. And I would argue that if you look at theway ditocese
and schools are organized, there are important components of the Church as
an institution still part of the system. And where: you have institutional
structure, where you have hierarchical relationships, where yeti' have more or
less static.authoritypatterns there will be a divergenCe of interest between workers and admin=istrators,

.

These divergences are necessary and inevitable;. they have -to do with
Teachers and other professional-workers
the control of-the institution.
believe, andlwith some important justifiCation, that they have a basis of
knowlege upon which to make decisions of educational policy, legitiMate
Sometimes those decisions are not in the same direction-that the-decisions.
administrators might like. Which is correct? Where. both teachers and administrators are professionals, experts, theretay be no apparent "best"
Where disputes:of-thiS sort exist one must appeal either
course -of action.
The community of faith
6-authority or negotiations for some resolution.
idea, tf...seems to me,. suggeSts that there should be negotiated or c011egjal'
Is that the way to characterize the way decisions
kinds of:decisionM'aking
are now ma&-in Catholic schools?, Maybe in tome .but I expectnotall.
Rerhaps not .even most. Appeals- to.authority are probably the dominant
pattern.
,

Secondly, adminittratorS have to,evaluate workers. That's the way'
the system works. Whenever there is an evaluation,. a-judgment-based on
quality of performance, there will.be a-divergence of what are the proper
This is a proper and -necessary dicriteria and methods of evaluation.
vergen0.,I would argue; one- that cannot be avoided. The same divergence
appears in questions of curriculum. ,HoW are these questions to be settled?
Where in 'the literature of the- Church- is. ther'e a standard,that says what

part of evaluation and curriculum decisions ought -Wbe made by teachers and,
what part ought to be made.by adminittrators?. Where do you find the subs
stantivestandard to draw that line? . Take the question a step- further-to
the problem of client participation-in the schools:- Where in the literature
of education or of the, Church do you find the standard that says how-much
parents or'students- are to be,AnVolved in.curriculum or evalUatioCde-'
would argue again that those standards do not exist, nor are they
rcisions? Q,
likely to.
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A third pointor a third divergence Whith exists, although this
one is remediable, is that there often iS arbitrary-and capriciousadmin-,
istration in the schools. Workers do have legitimate complaints in that
regard.
One of the motivations for workers to organize and to bargain collettively is to void arbitrary and capricious administration-.
Now to the
.extent that arbitrary and capricious administration can be removed without
workers organizin:-., .then unions aren't necessary
And again I leave it
to you --tajudge or to produce the strategy which will remove arbitrary and
capricious decision making_ without a union or some other form of power for
workers. That, Iyould like to See also;
.

.

Afourttand most difficult. ause of divergence is the fundamental
question of what is a-just wage.
Workers and administrators are not ii-1(ely
to agree on what the school can afford, on how much the worker should sacrifice for the sake of the community, or how much the work is truly worth.
Again, I see no substantive standard for determining a just wage, either in
the literature of economics, education, or the. Church. Since this is a
central issue of labor relations, it will receive more careful attention
.

Let us review questions I. have described as the sources of conflict:
Is there a-substantive standard for a labor/capital mix? Is-there a substantive Standard for how such is to be spent on education versus other
Churth expenditures? Is there a subStantive standard on how decisions ark
to be made and how power is to be distributed in a schobl, be it-Catholic
or otherwise? Is there a substantive standard for a just wage? If the
answer is no to all of those questions, then we must ask? Where does
Justice come from? The social justice concerns of the Church have -been mentioned time and again in this meeting.
But I have yet to hear a means or
standard by which they can be met.

If there is no substantive standard, then-there must be a procedural
That's where the notion of due process .comes from,which is funda-:
mental to many of the other procedUres.of the Church.- That is what bar-t,
,2jnillgisiabout.
I propose simply that collective bargaining is the best
available mechanism for- - procedural justice fOr labOr conflict.
It is a
procedure by which-just-answers.-fo those questions can, be determined.
Without-some mechanismof procedural- justice, sand 31n. a situationwhere_io,
substantive standards. exist, there-can be no just detistonseXcept by lutk..
And that, it` seems tome, is an unsatisfactory way-tu.puktbgether any kind
of organization, especially a community of faitt.
one.

So let us examine this matter of-procedUralJustice: then-, to See
-how I can justify collective bargaining as an answer.-'Partof that justification, but only a small part-of my remarks- comes directly out of the
documents of the teachings of the'Cturch: papal encyclicals, the documentsof Vatican II, and the Pastoral_ Message:OiCatliblitEdutatip
7herejs
substantial, Justification for bargaining as a- mechanism afprOCeduN40
tice.in fnosedocuments.:-,(1 can provide yOu with some of the:referefkei'Jf:
we have time :)
However, many of. yo6 .pyobably know. those SourCes.better:7
than. I do, So I. will-not dwell on them here.
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_The secondlsourceOf justification derivesfronthe-ProceSs'of wage.,
determination itself'llow'can wages be set in -any kind of an organization?
If it's strictly-aneconemic organization, then'econemic.theeries of wage
'determination hold we should locik at the productivity of the workers.
in the auto industry,
Such measures-are available in.many organizations:
Are
in the electrical industry;' in-the rubber industry, among others.
those available in the-Catholic-schools? Obviously not. Since there.jS'no
index of production, -there is no yardstick to hold up and judge whether the.
school or the teachers are more-productive'this,yearthan before.
So productiVity or marginal, value is-not available as the- standard of hoW
Some have proposed need:aS the standard,.but
much a worker should receive.
don't say how it-is to be determined. .Some have proposed individual
-sacrifice;
But how are we to determineSacrifice? There is no standard
there either.
All of these are elements-in how workers set the price of their serWhat standardst:then,should apply.as to how workers set the price
of their services. That isWhere-the :most tMmediafe and obvious conflict
One logical extension of the ideaof-a faith community is that
comes, up.
the-worker should sacrifice income for the benefit of the rest of the community.
Therefore, the worker-Should- be ready and willingHto'acceptiower
wages than might-otherwise be availablein-the.intereSts of, making those
It follows from
additional resources available for the good of- the whole.
vices.

that idea that if a Onton-:.tells- the workers to get as much aS---they can; then
the union is incompattbWWith the community of faith. That's the, kind of -,

underlying logic I have heard many times here and elsewhere.
-examine that logic again more closely.-

We should

If the workers doAot have an-important voice in how much they're
to be paid, thenpay is determined unilaterally, usually by the admin_istradirect consequence is that the worker does not freely decide
tion.
what he or-she is willing to sacriftce., the administration decides-.that.
If we are to
In. terms of a procedural justice at least,-that doesn't wash.
call upon the worker tO'make sacrifices for the benefit of the community
it seems to me- the worker ought to have some free choice in how -much
sacrifice is to be made 'If that free choice is to be exercised, I would
argue it.shoulAbe through the process of collectiVe bargaining.
Another problem is the,consequences"-otbargajning,for the Church
Many have asked:
Can we afford unions? Won't they bankrupt
finances.
lere.
would argue
the 'schools? Won't _they. cause the schools to fold?

that question isnotan economic one either. There is no substantive standard for how much a dioCese or parish can afford. At least 14ve never seen
It's hard enoUghpget any financial-statistics about dioceses!, let
one.
alone clear and unequivocal statements.- about what the diocese can afford.
It is a
It is, I. would argue, fundamentally a political question.
eel question in the same sense as. the problem of how much a public school
It is a decision made by a 'number .of indi-:
system can afford is political.

viduaT households or taxpayersby.workers,.and administrators. On .the
public school side, it maybe a question of passing a,tax7referendum, or
electing a new school board. If the school system_can'affoi-d.it, that means
Similarly, if the diocese can
the people are willing -ko pay the taxes.
'afford it, it means the people-are willing to pa 'that much in
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contributions or in whatever other mechaniSms they-Choose to support the
schools'.
They vote with their Sunday, envelopes inn the same way they vote
on taxes. That As what determines how much a dieteSe can:afford. ..i submit
to you, that is an empirical queStion. -You
know until-you test-it.
A superintendent said at least twice yesterday that there are many Untested:
asSUmptions or hypotheses about what dioceses or parishes can afford. --Iagree with him.. .1b-putit another WaTy;'why shoUld:1,_werej a member of a
teacher-orjanIzation, take someone else's werdi. unsupported by eViderice,-up
how much a'Alioese can afford? It doesn't Make'sensor me to believe it,
An the absence of evidence:.
If bargaining therm is what I propose as a-mechanism for procedural
justice? how can I justify-it as a'best-one available. There obviously
are other alternatives.
Father Meyer's' .preSentatioRlast night included a.
'proposal to o-put teachers on a school board, making the teachers 'a formal; ,
institutional part of thepoliCy *making for that particular school system.'.
That ita useful way for teachers to participate. So it is necessary to
inquire whri's bargaining-hetterthah:that, or Some other alternative,which

might beputjorth? .-Either waybargaining or board membershipinvolves
teachers and other workers in the determination of wage in what could be
a procedurally just. manner.
The criterion to choose:between them. isuite.
A
.simple:_-.for'the procedure to be the best, it has to be one that both parties will agree. tU. and work with,r4freely,choose, and freely work with.. And

ifA#eletutcTs will freely choose arid(rly work within the framework of
a metti'eltwo.(Or some number) ofHteachers,on a board, then that
would be pref&adletUpargainAn that particular setting.. But if the
teachers will not choose:that freely, then I would argue it is not an
acceptable mechanism, and will not produce a just result.
And that in most cases, if yOu look at the history of what teachers
'and other -kinds of similar workers have_chosen as the mechanism -by which
wages 'and:WorkiRg conditions are to:be jointly determined; it has not been
-to accept the status of a permanent minority on a policy making board. .The clear. preference has been to enter into direct, bilateral negotiations
with the emplOyer. As long as that free choice:cin be made, I would,ex-pect teacher organizations- and other workers in C4tholic schoolSand in
other schools to opt for collective bargaining.- That's why I.think it is
the best.
' -'''''
Moreoverime .know it can -work.
There's a long history of collective
bargaining in this country, although some is sort of. checkered and unpleasant.
But, on balance; the proceSs is quite successfuL
If you look
at labor history to- find why there has been.conflict, violence, 0-meting,:
riots, hostility and destruction of prOperty, there are no simpik answers.
Was it because the workers were making unjust demands or was it because the
owners or the employers refused to acknowledge those demands or to deal:with them? You will find,- I subMit, in the history of the labor movement
in this country and other countries, the primary source of violence and
conflict, destruction and hostility has been the refusal of the employers
to deal-With what-later were acknowled_ed to be
just demands of the
workers.
So while there is much that is undesirable An the history of'
4abor movements, one must be very careful to see who the culprits .are.
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There are some dangers to the faith community involved in advocating or instituting collectiVebargaihing asa mechaOismof procedural
justice in Catholic schools. And let me, mention a fewof:What-those-Mighbe. '_First of all, there is, I'm afraid,some-serious. nisUnderstanding of
-what collective barglaining is, and how it should work.-To work properly,
must be understood.- Letnecomparesome writing-on bargainipg,from dif7
-ferent sources. ,The first is-from a document on negotiations in Catholic
schools.3
'- The relatitinship:,between the limited resources of the Catholic

schools.and the hard-nosed bargaining-for-beter'Class-itizes
fringe'benefits- teaching load,, etc., nay, indeed., become:very-,
unrealistic.
.1

Now, in contrast, here
0-section. from one.ofthe classic books,,on col-7
lective bargaining -fin theprivate settor,a,recOgnjzed_stapdard Work.'This pasSage describet-PegOtiations in the InternationeliarVestor Company
several yearsago-.4
The union entered 'bargaining With over 100 equity,demandS-the-,
company had only a limited amount of money to spehd on classi:
fication adjustments, that means, how the wages for workers in
different classes are to be set. ThesolUtio6 which-was reached
was to emphasize progrets toward a master book that is, a master schedule for how these wages were to be allocated. While
the union did not 'gain,-a great deal ofMoney,.it did gain satis'faction on many small issues, whiCh in a qualitative sense moved
it along toward a master book. For its part, the company mat
its objective- of not spending too much money on theinequity
problem.
You Should carefully compare this characterization of what goes on in prj
vate sector bargaining (the so-called ugly,undearable industrial model),
With the attitude expressed about'CatholicSthool negOtiations. Which is
unrealistic? One characterizes bargaining
situation where only head-to-head conflict can occur, The other charaCterizes bargaining as a
situation where creative problem solving can occur as well. The fit'st
seems unrealistic to me.
When you-look at the literature of labor relations 'since at least
1963-or1964, the theories of bargaining are based on a,clear recognitiOn
of two forms of negotiation: they are called distributive bargaining-and
integrative bargaining.
1f:one gains if dollar, someone loses a dollar; it's
strictly in or lose.
But integrative-bargaining is a vital part of the
overall process too.
Integrative bargaining is just another wordJor
creative problem solving, where bothides can win. The literature of
labor relations is full of examples of.how integrative bargaining can and
does work. But to emphasize the danger, if you don't understand-that
problem solving- is an important and necessary part of the process, then you
get an overemphasiS on the hostility and conflict,.on "butting heads" and
"hard-nosing," and all the other rhetoric.

10,1:overheard. ''conversation in the haftway yesterday between two
.:adminiStrators, ...Onewas saying that he had heard about negotiations where-

Wthe tdo-chienegotiators. had gotten together.away-from the tabif and
had very candidly-discuiSe&what they copldfand:.codIdn't do.- By means `of
this side bargaining they-had reached an agreementWithout any serioUsprob
lemma
The administrator thought :there was -!2mtIALt wring with that.
It
didn't seem right, he :Said.
It seemed to him the same as if the coaches of
two football teams got together before -the game and said ':Well, -I'll let
you score.some,pointsin the third quarter and I'll. Score.-my points in the
'fourth quarter and we'll let you win thiS one."
I was surprised to hear
such at-gr9ss misunderstanding of= what the process is all about.
It ,isn't
the game.
The purpose Of...negotiations:1s
to
reach
an
tthat
both
.
.
parties can live and,work with. .Gobd-bargaining Can-Often Mean getting off
to the.sideand, saying, "Look, ,I know what I said before, but now this is
where we stand and this is how.we can settle." There is nothingAiW6Pest
or improper about that. :That's how the processworks.. Not only-how it
moi*,._but:hoWAt.2-tlato work. :Bargaining means::mutual-accommodation,
compromiSe, working out differences in an agreeable manner which both sides
can.liVe with.
Another danger is'that the public and the private aspects of bar.If you accept the idea that bargaining i
a:political relationShip,..then youbave to accept the political consequences.
Both sideS are dealing with constituencies; the -unicm is dealingth.its,
members and the management is dealing with the. parishiarisil,board, 6
whatever sort of unit is involved. _Within those constituencies arevarieties Of:Opinions, values, and objectives.
In order tet.deaXfyitb:those
ference# within constituencies, there has to be a certain" mourit'!of
generalization and maybe even posturing.
If the generalization and poste
tturing get confused with the real substance of bargaining, the result fan
be lasting hostility.
But the posturing and generalization should be
recognized for what it.is: a:necessary part of the political element 9,f'
bargaining in dealing with constituencies. Thep.theparties-can gebrtdOWn
the substance of finding an agreement.
gaining get 'confused.

4

.

The third danger I would point out, is excessive zeal on both sides.
Bargaining is a funny thing.
When I teach bargaining.-tburses, I doa mock
negotiation.
In-this mock-negotiation the'reis.nbl-eal-econoMical..stake
involved.: The stddents
that theirArade.is not to be deterMine'd%on
the basis'of how well they negOtiate.- Ws :just a.training exercise .::But
time and time again, when I run those mock bargaining exercises
the emotions flare, the temperature rise -, they pound the table,
great hostility is aroused. All this when there aren't.any real stakes,
Other than the personal psychological and'emotional ones. People tipd to
bring, to whatever the bargaining situation happens to be, the potential
to lose control and let an excess of zeal take over. Bargaining can then
become a crusade in the worse sense of that word; That must be guarded
against.
That, I would-argue, is the cause of much of the negative-destructive aspect of bargaining.
co summarize, I will review wherei think collective bargaining
should fit in the overall picture of Catholic school operation. Some of
the aspects of resource distribltion and control in aschool system, distribution of -wages, control of the system,
an be handled by means other
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than by bargatning.- Altruistic sacrifice on the-paft of the workers, administratorS, parents andstUldents are
-important Tart-of the faith community, more than 'ust an,invortant tart.
In adIition, objective and
rational Choice plays aThere are decisions-for which standards do
exist. :And thOse standards'oughtto be in use.. There is literature,
there is research, thereFis
whiCh tells Am- how certain queStionS are.
tci be answered.
Obedience still has its place.
I don't,mean to argue that
bargainingAught to replaCe or someway supplant the obedience which- isan
impOrtant partof religioUS life and of-the-existing. structure.of the
Church. One small point on this. question of obedienmt the resPonsibility
of superibrsisnoteclear to .me when it comes to possible conflict between,
obedience and socjIAJ4tice'.
i nce I .00t not .competent
answer hg
00Wo!i,1 willtnlyai5e'it
Can a. religioUs superior err by invoking
obedience of subordinates when there is-obnflict with social juStite?
-

What I have tried to show is that sacrifice, rational choice, and
obedience are not enough. A method, a procedurally just method-is 'needed
AO:determine many questions pf labor policy which can arise in 6 faith
community.rA'inechaniSm of orodedural justice is necessary to that corn,
amity itself. Collectiv'e,bargaining for waterers in Catholic schools-seems
to be the best candidate for that: achieving social justice in-labor
relations
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Press, 1960).
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,
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their just
demands,"

(p. 277-78).
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(p. 277
See-alsO John XXIII "Mater et Magistt5a,",Pp. 408, 424, 427-0961 ). 'The 1
Pastoral Message of the -National Conference's of Bishops, -To Teach.4S,Jesu
Did, does not explicitly mention union t or bargaining. However
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"Re resentative structures _and rocesses-sho_ld be:the normative
means by Which. the community,particularlyciOolic parents, 'address fUndaMental questions about, edOcatiohalneeds, objectives,
Prograind resourceS.". [emOhasis. added] (p. 38),'
and;

"We especially seek the collaboration, of the teacherspriests,.
religious, and laity - -who serve in Catholic schools and other
educational programs,
-We invite and urge their creativecant
Lion to the effort of the entire community: to meet the
curr
challenges." (p. 39)
.

Rev. John F. Meyers.
"Toward Justice for All " address to the NCEA
Symposium 9n Unionism, October-4, 1976.
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New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1965, p. 135.
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A REPORT ON UNIONSAND'CATHOLIC SCHOOLS
Edwin J

McDerthott,

Prenote

In our donttnuingcquest for Justice:- Catholics have been forced by
court dases.and grievance comMittees to look-at.the union movement in the
U.S. and to try to find what is beSt for teachers in Catholfc drools.
in
early- October, N.C.E.A. sponsored:a Symposiumbn this subjecttiperintendents and principals, are aslymg- very technical questions about the siibject The J.S.F.A. Commission on Planning and Development will discuss this
subject at its annual meeting this,. NoVember.
.

With this -as-a background,. I

have prepared these pages for our association.

History

.

The federal government recognized tbelvorker's.rtht,to collective
bargaining in the. Railway Labor Act of 1926.- This law wa extended in 1935 by the National Labor Relations` Act.. Both laws' stated thatemployers.
were.. obliged to balpain with employee representatives under certain conditionSbribe subjetf-to-.fine and imprisOnment. for "unfair labor practices."

Although unions
teachers..appeared,much earlier, the aspect of
militancy among teachers in unions -. fiiWieeM§ to have appeared in 1962
By the
when the.United Federation of.TeacheoWentsbm'strike in New York.
end of 1975, about .25 perCent'of the public school districts were conducting.
.some fora of collective bargaining'fOrteachers.

Up until 1970, the National Labor-Relations Board (NLRB).did not
Superyise nonpublic educationaloinstitutions. In 1970, NLRB ruled that
nonpublit educatiOnalsinstitutions that grossed annually $1 million or
more were subject -to the federal labor law-.
NLRB now supervises union
elections for nonpublic schools and investigates grievances of unfair labor
practices.
sets up general rulings and regional rulings, e.g.,
department chairpersons cannot join a teachers' union, nor canreligious
men or women because of their vows of poverty and obedience.
Catholic schools haVe studied the process of collective bargaining.,
In 1968, the N.C.E.A. sPonsored an institute on the subject(cf. NCEA
Bulletin, No 1967) and in 1974 at A meeting of N.C.E.A.'s chief administrator. It again. held a Symposium on Unionism in October 1976. The support
'.of unions fortatholicteachers seem§:t6 have waned, according to
Msgr.-George Higgins between the 1968 meeting and the 1976 Sympo§ium.,
While Catholic schools- were still careful tad speak of "the right of the
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worker to organfZe" ancitO:eCho_the'papal:encycjical of Leo krTI,JPius XL

and the directives of johnXXIIf, theSymposiumrreflected cautiOnsusPi-

distrust

.

Pions. and spenlApuch,tipereCalling examples where
the:whole .bargainin- process with the u6ion. promoted an adVersary relationr
ship on campus inst
of a'ComniUnity. of .faith.
In our continuing quest for justice, Catholic .schools should look
At the history of unions, especially the unions for teachers.' They shoUld.
Understand that the union-model-is- from the industrialtbr:of society and
recall the years'.4foppresSionloy big, business:- Then, they.- Shouldjook to s..
the issues being: negoti4g0.,by the teachers' Unions and examine their
response.% to just wages,'uorking conditions, and participation in'the:importafltdecision-making process.es.Hthat affect the lives of_theteachers.

Topes-have-given great leadWIship fort,seventy.years rrareas Of:armsr
contrel-,7housingand'hUri§er, 076e and juStice-, and in ,unionism; this- was
pointed out strongly in the Calf.to Action, the national assembly called
by our Bishops in -October 1976. 7Thatsame Call to Action also-showed by
facts and statistics that-the testimony gathered from the parish:consultation often-did not reflett papal views o social problems and seldom
acknowledged the 'structural causes of:urid al distribution of wealth and
.power, and,of-.national- or world hunger.
1 e Churckin America did:not-lead
tht.----w4.in fighting4is4rimination and encouraging integration; we are not
in thefront lines today in labcir relations.

holiC

mid Unions

Parts- of Chapter III of The 'Church in the Modern World, should .be

-

read to:hear the context of social relations among workers today. The whole
pastoral-has stressed the dignity of the individual .person, the radical
freedom of each person, the initge of God in each person.. Then in paragraph
68 we read:
In economic-enterprises it is personS' who work together, that-js,
free and independent hwan:bei-00: created to the IMage-,.of,GpCy
ThbrefOre, the active;':pArtitl:patfori, of .everyone in" the running of
an :enterprise
;
Decisions concerning

economic and social.conditienS.on whiCli the-future. of the workers
and their children -depends,,, are:rather:often.madenot within the
enterprise itself but by institutions .ana.higher leve.h Hence
the workers themselves
have a share alsci in' controlling these
in person-Or through freely -elected delegates.
institutions, either in'
AMong the basic rights of the human person must be counjed the right
of freely founding labor unions. These unions should be truly

able totrepresent the workers.andtoContribute to the prbper
arrangement of economic life. Another suCh,right is that of
taking-- part freely in the activity of these unions without risk
of reprisal; -Through this sort of orderly participation, joined
with. an. Ongoing formation Th economic and social matters, all will
grow day by .day in :the,.aWarepess of their own functionand responsibility_ Thus they will 'be brought.to- feel- that according to theirown propercapacities'and aptitudes. they are associates in the:Able
taslOofecon-mid and social development and in the attainment of the
universal Co
good.1
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One other point must be stressed, when we-

.

abobt the teacher in

a Catnolic:School.... Teachers,by reason Of their:baptism in Christ, can
bejpart of the'miniktry ofytneChurth--the diaconiS, and can consider
their teaching part-Of,thejaissionand the-mandate end. the charism to teach
in His. NaMe.

Collective-Ba

aini

Collective bargaining'is the process. of negotiating terms and,cOndi
tions of emPloyMent between a worker.organtzationand.an employer.Inl-tne,:U.S., trade unions came to favorcoflective. bargaining, rather thanc111tical action and efforts for broad sociaj reform, as their method.-Ofj*-LRB lists-two types-Af.,bar,
proving thelot of the American worker. Jh
fig' '-the mandatory,564dectsaqdthe perm sive subjectsflerejs,a.,.
'-,ampl'pf each;
Permissi -ve Subjects

tIZA1(211:
d schedules
hours of work
wages
grievance procedures
,healtn benefits
tirement,funds
prOcedurks for dismissal

election of administrators
representation on &Dards,
-goals.of the-institution e.g., school)some-working conditions (clash -si2e)supervision ef:eMpOyees'..

_ollectiVe, bargaining' has narrowed managpment's

iscretion-and.

stimulated'the,development ofmanaciementlirpolidyit TS conSidered-one of
the nation's most slidcessful:etanomic'institutions.' Where the relatidnship.
in theThargaining process-haS been Mature and stable, it has been able to
delTheate.problems- Jike unjust-Wage structure or inadequate job security,
and then. provide a-'mechanism to solve the probleMs.- Even with good will
negotiations'roy Oreakdown; this is the risk of free,collective:bargaining,
7

,

'

.The

growth of unions, even among teachers, is.. historically attribOted
to serious internal problems. Tor exmaple, the teachers look for a Omer
base after AiL administrator acted precipitOusly in dismissing a facultimembermr whenhe Board seems to-intrude upon .the .lives of the teacher bar
SUddenly and without consultation ordering an'increase in class size or-a
longer school day. TeacherS.will come to demand a union if they think the
administ-ration is..so-anti-union that it circumvents the)law to prevent
unionism. 'Some teacners will push for unionism to protect tlivir own- jobs and
often these are. the teacherS who are low in the.rnking of the school, are
They-are loOking for-strong Security
males, and are under forty.

A union is,recognzed as a powerful interest group that speaks ex-.
ternally- with a single voice- 14here does it get its power? The members
agree that the -union will be the exclusive agent in the bargaining and,the
members agree to al;/ow the union to represent -them against- the employer in
an adversary reTattbn. The union- is not a club of-friendly people,- it is
not a4-sreassociation of,teaChers. The ur'on i an exclusive agent to
represe tteachers in determining all the details of a legal contract and
.

in determining-the time andi'metliod of showing opposition even to the
point of-a strike against the -employer.

The union deMands much from the teachers
They cannot handle some
their, own affairs with. theschool's AdMinistration directly. The: teachers
must abide w the deciSions of the uniakeven when decisions, are.made
by a trriarr number cif teachers wilhin.the union.. The union may be proposing
and expending union, Money on other political issues which run- contrary to
the wish stand beliefs of the teachers f e.g.,
is projects for.=:..
pro-abortibn .and- their opposition to federal
nonpdblic schools F Theunion -may. be -*0owerful :that they forbid adequate consultation by the sChoolWith,studentS:and parentSi they_ may get a ruling that deliheratfVe
forums of faculty .and adMinistrators violates-the HO-Es:of the union.' to be
the'-.exclusive represntatiVe:Of-/the
unions maY. demand a
i ng.frOmythe NLRB, that Chai rOerSons of :deOartMen ts religious
brothers end. pni.est cannot 'del ong -to a ''unfon of teachers
.

,.

Steps in_UnfoniAing
Because.of the very-coMplicated laws atout collective bargaining,s
administrators and teachers should have legal counsel from 66 very firS1
steps, and it i5 mostimpbrtant that this--tbunsel have broad experience in,
labor relations.
-1.
Teachers ale=4ked to sign a union membership pledge card,
kushow of interest" card
0 percent of the teachers stgn% aynion can
schedule an electionunder-.fe = a-1 law. NLRB has one main responsibility,.
namely to protect the right Of wo ers to Organize.
Regulations 1Ritd,
practices have been developed to su
this,right and alfStingpf,unfair labor practicekwas developed' to
ement %%fareke'both labor
aware:-.
,
.;,,,
they may
justice in their mutua reltionships
.

4

,

ho school a
included -in a secrettyal lot,
government4;gulated election to ifote aga -Ws-t joining_ a,uniorr, or to vote
fora union, or to vote to join aii affiliated union like AFT or NEA or an
unaffiliated anion.
2.

Al l_ta-a-e-ne.rs

i n

A

3.
If the vote does not favor a union, a new petition cannot be
submitted for .twelve months
.

-.4.
Unions-must acdord''everyone. in the bargaining unit fair
representations, even those not paying dues to, the union.
'

-5
Employer- must bargain -with the certified linionwhich now 'hasexclbsive rights to represent all,,the employees of the

6.
Collective bargaining negotiators often use the technique of
the "big demand" in order to give .each side an opportunity to make .con=

ceSs.ions.
7.
Teachers can seek- a decertification election to terminate.agreeMents with a. union,
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Should_ Teachers in- Catholic- Schools

Form Unions?

The social-ethics-proposed in Church documents asserts the rights
of workers-to-organize into private societies. For teachers, such or=
ganizations can be unions or associations or senates or some other form of
Affiliation.
Rev. Robert A. Reicher contended in 1968 that "even if
economic return for teaching is just and.adequate, there is still a need
for teachers' unions and associations."
Should each school encourage participation in
teachers',union?
This decision- should be left to the teachers. School administrators should
not spy on union meetings,.ff& hinder access to teachers by union members,
nor fire a teacher.for supporting a union,-nor question workers about
union activities, nor try to buy off a grievance committee. -.They should
listen in good faith; when called upon to do so, they should-bargain in
good faith.
They should not allow the NLRB to manifest a stronger sense
of ,justice to teacherS than they do.

The most serious arOment against teachers' unions in Catholic
schools is proposed by thOSewho see the Catholic school as something
beyond the market place. Because-Catholic schools are uniquely,called to
-.becommunities of faith, they assert, the Catholic school must; be.
in an unique way. They assert that the adversary posture:of&ibnion and
the:deceitfulness intrinsic to .bargaining. from the "big demandarei
inimical to growth,of trustandcoo0eration among the People -OfGod. They
say that unions box in thd-Oostolic thrust of faculty members, limit
their ways of influencing a school, pull them away from students and
parents.
Such criticisms cannot be passed over lightly.
"Find an alternative model; don't follow the industrial model of
.'union," the critics of unions say.
When -new models are described, they
often are very ineffectual associations with heavy paternalistic overtones.
Or,,-the new model will call for the teacher to voluntarily accept
restrictions on pay and working conditions as their dentition to-the mission
of the teaching Church. Others would propose a model of an association
'Within the .school, judging that a third party should not be'called in if
the administrators and-teachers can du the job of negotiating. In this
model, the rights and responsibilities of both teachers and administrators
are stressed._
On

model would rmmend that a body be elected from all segments

of4the Catholic educational community and that represehtatives be frOm
the teachers, parents, students, pastors, ,,and bishops.
If a perfect model ,has-notyet been found, some portions are clear.
eachers, for example, must have an effective voice and effective representation for their concerns; they must be protected with structures against
arbitrariness and paternalism. Teachers in a Catholic school are called to
witness their faith in Jesus the Lord, andtherebypuild up a sense of
community and cooperation among the People of God:

-6'T
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Background toy Unionism Today
in U.S.A.
,s

Out of 165 dioceses in the U.S., about 2511ave
organized by independent unions or affiliates of AFT or NEA.
T.

ers

n the last few months, NLRB hasasserted j6risdiction in the

.2.

folloWing cases:
(a) .in the Chicago minor seminarlds-Quigley North and
Quigley South, declaring the chocils secular institutions.

0

(b)

in the-Diocese of Gary, -Indiana because the Bishop
opened a teachers' meeting with a 'reading from dames (4, 1 -10.
"Repent, ye sinners."
.

in a school that had fired a teacher for requiring
students to'read about sexual habits from authors M.asters &
Johnson, and Rubin.
.(c)

(d) ,-in a diocese that was being. split into twd dioceses

by:,

Rome.
(6)
in ordering Los Angeles schools to hold n election for
a union because- the Catholic schools were not religious
institutions.

The,American ,derationof'Teachers is big business and offers
many services

o it, membel-s:

Business:

total pe- capita dues. (1975-76) lAras $11;040,925.

otal e\penditures that year was $10,587,502
e / -pnditures for:- militancy (strikes). was $876,492

expenditures for 'defense-(l6w cases) was ,$210,330
M6Mbership rose froM 125,421 in 1966. to 470,491 in 1976.
Founding:
AFT Local 1, receiving its original charter in 1916.

Bibliography
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_
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NEA-AFT FACT SHEET

(As of August 4 1976*

I

AFT

Membership

l',826,530perease over!i
8/1/75:

201,623 or 12%)

375,000 (based on Sec1yTreas, Report to Ccinvention'i decrease below

(NEA Membership increased
8/1/75:

73,654 or 17%)

by 720,329 over past 4 yrs.
which is far ,more than total

membership of the AFT.

al Affiliates
,nigher Education

State Affiliates

Professional Staff

12,093

1,010

572

325

53

34

283

52

'Staff for:

organizing, crisis & special projects
negotiations

defense and legal help for teachers

30-) overlapping

31-) separate,

.21 -) staffs

30-) staffs

14

2

affirmative action-human relations

1

legislation and political action

24

instruction and profeSstonal developmeft

26

training teacher leaders

11

research

23

higheryudation

10, plus 13

communications

32

3

contract

NEA can call on 1,134 UniSery personnel for 20'days each of assistance, or a total of 22,683 workdays.

AFT can call on 40 local and state staffers for 20 days each of assistance, or a total of 800

wor'qs.

.-.

NEWFT,FACT SHEET
(continued)

AFT

NEA

Budget'

$48 696 100

09236 000

3196819055

4,810;914-

4'2859526

2109330,

Expenditures for programs related to teacher
rights .and welfare (includes organizing-and,

servicing affiliates)
Expenditures for teathers', legal defense

Expenditure

Asset_

affiliations

(General ,_Fund)

-0- Ver 10 percent

of budget

0

1,045,864

000,

$ 29477903

NBA, AFT AND AAUP RESOURCES AND RECORDS-1976

AFT

NEA

375,0001

1,886',532

Tot41 Membership
Higher Education Membership

Local Affiliates

HigherEducatiOp

al, affi 1 i

tes

63,690

54,000

12,098

1,910

578

325

34

State Affiliates

48,66,1002

Budget

$ 0 2 6 000

Expenditures ,for, Programs Related to

Teacher Rights:rand Welfare (organizing,

representation, servicing)

$31,681,055

S 4,810,914

Expenditures for !Aga] Defense

$ /4,285 526

$

210,330

(Including NEA DeShane Fund)

52

283

Full-Time Professional Staff
`Including}

4

la
full-time higher edtion
staff

10

18

faculty defense legal staff

2

n contract)

.146

1

legislatiVe lobbying staff

246

2

negotiators..

21/

30*

researchers

23

3

11

2

trainers

.

affirmative action-human relations
staff

13

60,942

1

367

1,30

51 (and D.C,)

$1,864,298
$1,864,298

935,682:

Higher Education budget.

60,942 (active)

NEA, AFT AND AAUP RESOURCES AND RECORDS-1976
(continued)

AAUP

AFT

NEA

instruction and professional development
staff

26

organizing, crises, and special project
staff

comnunications staff

31

30*,

32

4

16

1

Basedon Secretary-Treasurer Report.
2-,

Figureqs line item budget.

An additional:esimated $700,000 in NEA services are provided NEA

higher education members by other NEA programs and services.
3

Plus 2,591 full-time professional staff or affiliated state associations and 284 nonstate tniServ'
staffers,

4-

Plus 63 full-time higher education staff in affiliated state aSsociations,

5

Plus 150 staff attorneys and/or law firms on retainer with affiliated state assn mations.
6_

Plus at least one full-time registered lobbyist with each affiliated state association plus other
legislative and political action staff,
a

Negotiators and Organizing, CriseS and Special Project staff are the same,
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APPENDIX

NC FEATURES FOR RELEASE WEEK OF NOVEMBER:1', 1976
THE YARDSTICK
Msgr. George G.- Higgins

The controversy Over :Collective bargaining in Catholic scho6,
referred to in thiscolumn two weeks ago, was aired again in 'a, lengthy
article by Janis'ahnson, "Catholi6-BishapS Squirming on Horns of Labor
Miss Johnson's
Dilemma," in the October 17 issue of The Washinglon Post.
piece, like my earlier column, was occasioned by the National Catholic
Educational Association's recent symposium on collective-bargaining.
I thought
Miss Johnson is an emerienced and'competent jobrnalist.
her report in the Post was substantially accurate and, on the whole, fair
to all concerned.

On the other.hand,. I would have to question her statement that
"most speakers" at the NCEA symposium--"superintendents and diocesan school
lawyers- -were critical of unions." By my count, at least half of the major
speeches were either Strongly in favor of collective bargaining or, at the
My own keynote address-and the conVery least, completely opemito it
cluding paper by,Dr. Anthony Cresswell of Northwestern University.Ould
hardly have been more pro-union if they. had been written by union repreAtleaSt'two of the other major papers and two-or three of
sentatives.
the Shorter workshop Papers, if not explicitly pro-union and:pro-collective
bargaining, were certainly unobjectionable from the trade unibrYpoit of
view.

To be sure, some of,the-superintendents and and diocesan school
lawyers were, as Miss-Johnson has reported, critical, of unions and collective
bargaining. In fact, one of the lawyers delivered the most blatantly
It should be noted, however,
anti-union speech I have heard in many-years.
that his talk, precisely because it was so extreme, turned many of the
delegates off.
I have cited these few-facts about the NCEA symposium, not to try
to whitewash the proceedings, but simply to keep.othe record straight. The
symposium maybave been one-sided in the sense that official union
representatives were not invited to address the delegates or to take part
It was for 'this reason that the meeting was'
in the general discusSion.
picketed--in a very orderly manner, I might add--by several local unionThougFi I can understand why the organizers of the meeting de),.,y
officers.
tided to limit attendance at this first symposium to school administrators-,
I think they made-_ mistake in not including union speakers on-the program.
They did, in fact, invite one such speaker--a lawyer from the national
-offite of the AM6rican Federation of Teachers--but he cancelled out at
thinly'
I
the last minute, presumably in a show.of support for the pickets.
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that was a tactical mistake on his part. On the other hand, I think .
the pickets, once they had arrived on the scene, should have been askecr
come into the meeting and to take part in the discussion.

In any event, whether the organiziers of the'meeting did or-dicrnoti
make a mistake in the way they planned and organized the proceedings, it
would not be fair to say that the program was rigged against the unions
and against collective bargaining or that all of the delegates were zntiunion. -I would be more inclined to say that the symposium. was a mixed bag
in this regard.
As I told the National. CatholiA Reporter, the unions. are
a new thing forjoany of the XEA delegates.
Some arecenfused:4nd Oneer:tain about the,impactof collectiVe bargaining. Some are naive, -and some are
honestly asking whether there -can-be an adversary relatito-tiOip with-. a union
without disrupting the school commUnity.
While I find it difficult to gauge the overall reactiOn of-the delehave the impression that many of them, despite their confusion and
concern about the impact of collective bargaining, are prepared to live
wt-th it-if and when they are requir!d to make a decision on the mi ter.
I
gates,

I

am afraid',. however, that some .of the administrators will go down f'ighting on

the issue and will be tempted to adopInegatiye and legalistic approach
to:,Unionism and collective bargainingte-CaUse the question as:to whether
\

or- riot -the National Labor Relations Board is constitutionally justified in
exercising jurisdiction over Catholic schools is now before the courts,
they might try to stall for time while this matter,is being litigated. This
would be a serious mistake on their part.
If the courts eventually decide,
on constitutional grounds, that the National Labor Relations Board cannot `-

claim jurisdiCtion over Catholic schools, thatwillhot be-the end of the
Collective bargaining controversy but, in a -nse,.,OnlY the beginning.
In other words, with or without.NLRB.juri fiction, our scAb61§' will still
have to face up,realistically to the col) ctive bargainin ipel'If they
fail/ tOdo so, they will be asking for se ious trouble
irreparabielharm to the reputation of the Catholi school system and,O.the. Church
as a -whole in the-United States-.
(Copyr;ight i(c)-1976 by NC clews Service)

